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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL REPORT 
2011-2012 


MARYLAND TAU MU 


A. Initiations 
 
Recruitment and Requirements 
The Fall 2011 and Spring 2012 inductees underwent the same selection process as 
previously used at the University of Maryland.  The details are as follows: the president 
requests and receives the contact information of the top 25% by GPA of the junior ME 
class and top 35% of the senior ME class from the Assistant Director of Undergraduate 
Studies. The number of credits earned determines class status. The president invites the 
potential inductees to attend the first general body meeting of that semester, during which 
the organization, objectives, as well as the requirements for joining the Maryland Tau Mu 
chapter of Pi Tau Sigma are explained. 
 
The requirements, as they have been is the past, are as follows:  


• Obtain a total of 26 signatures: 10 from fellow inductees, 10 from current 
members or officers, 5 from faculty who are members of PTS, and 1 mandatory 
signature form Dr. Peter Sandborn, the faculty advisor.  


• Obtain a minimum of 10 points by participating in PTS sponsored events over the 
course of the semester. Each PTS event is pre-assigned a point value, in general 1 
point per event.  Running events can earn the inductees 1 point per hour worked, 
with a maximum of 4 points/event, and helping out with an event (i.e. posting 
flyers) earns extra points as well.  The events are described in the activities 
section. 


• Pass the Maryland Tau Mu Inductee exam by scoring at least 70%. The exam 
tests the knowledge of basic engineering terms and problems, PTS history, and 
Maryland Tau Mu specifics. Extra credit is awarded for witty and clever answers.  


• Polish the bronze PTS key by oneself. The inductee who best polishes theirs gets 
their induction fee waived. 


• Pay the induction fee of $60.  
• Attend all general body meetings as well as the induction ceremony. 


 
 
 
 
 
 







Ceremony 
At the induction, the president and senior VP sit behind a desk illuminated by two 
candles with the PTS banner in front of them.  Also on display are framed pictures of the 
PTS crest and key. The current members and officers, usually around 20 people, sit in the 
room with the front row vacant. The faculty advisor sits on the far left of the room. The 
lights are turned off, allowing the room to be light only by the candles and the low 
ambient light through the frosted glass windows. The inductees who have fulfilled all the 
requirements are lined up just outside the door by one of the officers. Each gets their 
picture taken, enters the darkened room, approaches the desk, and says his/her full name. 
Then he/she takes a seat in the front row, facing the desk.  
 
Once all the initiates are seated and the treasurer shuts the door, the ceremony begins. 
The president and senior VP follow the verbal proceedings as detailed in the 2004 Pi Tau 
Sigma Chapter Manual. Once the proceedings are done, one by one the inductees sign 
their names in the Maryland Tau Mu member registry and learn the secret handshake 
from the president.  
 


Celebration 
The secretary switches the lights back on, the president congratulates the inductees on 
their induction as members, and the crowd applauds.  Food and drinks from Chipotle are 
served, and new and old members mingle. During this, each induction class poses for a 
picture with the banner. Stoles and chords are passed out to graduating seniors and 
certificates and membership cards are presented to other members.  
 
In the fall, the ceremony would have officially ended at this point and members are free 
to leave whenever they want. However, in the spring, there is an award presentation and 
elections are held for every officer position. The Purple Cam Shaft is presented to the 
faculty member who the PTS members voted for.  The faculty member is invited to the 
ceremony and to celebrate, and the president presents the award to him/her.  This year the 
students voted for Dr. Bigio, the undergraduate director, however he was unable to attend 
the ceremony. The Purple Cam Shaft is meant for a faculty member who is dedicated to 
the students, helpful, and all around impressive.  Elections then follow, and are done 
quite informally, with the president conducting the proceedings. Each position is called, 
the previous holder gives a brief explanation of the duties, perks and challenges of the 
relevant office, and individuals are nominated by themselves or by anyone else. 
Nominees then give a short speech about why they are the best candidate for the position 
and are escorted outside the room once they have all spoken. The president calls for a 
vote by a show of hands.  The winner is determined and the president exits the hall to 
congratulate him/her. The process repeats itself until all positions are filled. The 
ceremony is then concluded. Pictured below are the inductees for the 2011-2012 
academic school year. 
 







 
Fall 2011 Inductees 


 


 
Spring 2012 Inductees 


B. Activities 
Meetings 
Description of Meetings 
Meetings are held twice a month for inductees, members, and officers on Tuesday nights 
throughout the semester. The president runs the meetings.  About 15-20 people attend 
each meeting.  This year, the meetings were held in a Mechanical Engineering DeWalt 
Seminar room.  The president would write the upcoming events and dates on a white 
board.  The main organizer for each event would then give a brief update of how things 
were moving along, ask for more volunteers, and set up outside meeting times if 
necessary.  







 
The meetings were also a time for members and inductees to vote on chapter matters.  
This included voting for dates of activities, Award recipients for the Pi Tau Sigma faculty 
Award and Pi Tau Sigma Outstanding Service award presented to a student member each 
year. Members are free to ask questions and volunteer for activities.  This is also the time 
for the president to check up on the inductees to see how their progress with the 
requirements is going, and to direct them to other members if they need help.  At the end 
of every meeting, the Food Chair provides pizza and drinks for the members who 
attended. This gives members the opportunity to relax and enjoy the company of their 
fellow members and inductees.  
 


Professional Events 
ExxonMobil Luncheon 
We have again received a very generous donation for ExxonMobil. Our future president 
and vice president attended a luncheon in the spring when the donation was given. They 
had the opportunity to meet and talk with employees of ExxonMobil. As a result, our 


relationship with ExxonMobil has been greatly 
strengthened. Not only do they offer our society a 
generous yearly donation, but we will be hosting 


future information sessions and luncheons with them. This will provide an opportunity 
for our members ot ask questions of current employees and leave resumes, increasing our 
members chances on receiving internships and employment.   
 
Marlin Steel Wire Information Session 
Our chapter also hosted a presentation and information 
session with the President of Marlin Steel Wire, Drew 
Greenblatt.  During the presentation Drew Greenblatt 
discussed how he bought the Baltimore based company and 
revamped it to better compete and flourish against 
international competition. Following the presentation, I 
joined Drew and several members of the faculty for dinner to 
further discuss his experiences.  
 


Service Events 
Furniture Build-A-Thon 
Once again Pi Tau Sigma was involved in the Furniture Build‐A‐Thon hosted by Tau 
Beta Pi.  The furniture is built by University of Maryland engineering students 
divided up into teams according to their society. The furniture is then donated to 
charity during the Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week.  This year the 
furniture was purchased from IKEA and built by the students. This was done to 
reduce costs and increase the amount of furniture that we would be able to donate. 
We had found from last year that we were unable to produce as much as we had 
hoped because the building process required a significant amount of time and effort 
for only one piece.  







Social Events 
Kick-Off Party 
We held another early semester kick-off party in the spring. The party was held at an 
officer’s house shortly after the initial meeting for new potential members. The intention 
of the party was to give current members and officers the chance to mingle with the new 
inductees in a friendly and fun social atmosphere. The party was a great success, as it 
attracted many of the older members initiated several semesters back. We intend to 
continue improving our kick-off parties and other social events in order to better promote 
the society and strengthen participation and cohesiveness among its members.  
 
Officers Dinners 
As is tradition we begin every semester with an officers dinner at Jason’s Deli just off 
campus. This allows the officers to catch-up after a long break and to get organized for 


the coming semester. General schedules are set and tasks 
are divided up among the officers.  It is also a great 
opportunity to look back on the previous semester and 
make adjustments to the initiation process in order to 
increase overall involvement.  


Department and School Events 
Maryland Day 
The university holds an annual fair 
that enables the community to explore 
what we have to offer. This year we 
had a table under the main tent outside 
the Kim Engineering Building. Our 
goal was to increase awareness of the 
mechanical engineering honor society 
and ask any questions people may 
have. We had many mechanical 
engineer alum of the university and Pi 
Tau Sigma national who were happy 
to see us represented in the campus-wide event.  
 
 
ESC Meetings 
The Engineering Student Council holds monthly meetings that give the societies the 
opportunity to announce any activities they have coming up, sign up for food sales in the 
lobby, and to discuss any important matters.  These meetings usually provide the leaders 
from the different societies within the engineering school a chance to collaborate and pair 
up with others to host events. All major societies and clubs throughout the A. James 
Clark School of Engineering attend. It is the duty of the PTS’s ESC representative to 
represent our society at the meetings. The ESC Rep. then forwards all he learns at the 
meeting to the President and any other officers.  
 
 







AdHoc Committee Meetings 
Our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma was heavily involved in bi‐weekly meetings with 
leaders of the Mechanical Engineering faculty and leaders from other engineering 
societies. The purpose of the meetings was to discuss the future of the ME Dept here 
at the university. The department has become increasingly stressed and strained by 
the ever‐growing number of 
students enrolling as mechanical 
engineering majors. This is 
beginning to create problems 
associated with class sizes and 
student to teacher ratios. The 
meetings will be ongoing for the 
foreseeable future. This semester a 
strategy was developed to 
efficiently and accurately process 
student feedback on the current state of the department. Using this feedback and the 
opinions of the faculty, a solution will be proposed that will lead to a more effective 
and efficient teaching atmosphere that will accommodate the increasing enrollment 
without compromising the quality of the student’s education. 
 


Convention 
Our senior vice president, James Wissman, and our treasurer, Alex Edgerton, represented 


University of Maryland at the 2012 PTS National 
Convention in San Jose.  In addition to enjoying 
the warm, California weather, they took part in 
the business session, enjoyed a panel on 
innovation, and took advantage of a career fair. 
 At the convention our chapter was awarded for 
the 2010-2011 annual report written by our 
previous president Anne Lederer. They found the 
trip particularly informative and brought back a 
slide show with a presentation.  It was exciting to 
see how the various chapters operate together on a 


local and national level.  We believe that the convention is an event, which would be 
beneficial to all Pi Tau Sigma 
members, but we will especially 
encourage current and aspiring 
officers.  Our chapter looks forward to 
the next convention at Ohio State 
University.  
 
 
 







Fundraising Events 
Food Sales 
Again this year we provided donuts and coffee inside the entrance to Glenn Martin 


Hall, the main engineering building on campus. The 
food sales are a great opportunity to provide a 
service to the students and faculty of the 
engineering school, as well as raise funds.  Our food 
sales dates were generally Tuesday morning, twice a 
month, as scheduled during the ESC meetings.  The 
fundraising and food sales officers and new 
inductees looking to reach their involvement 


requirements worked the table.  Prices remained unchanged from previous 
semesters. 


Awards 
PTS Outstanding Service Award – Edwin Lillie 
PTS Outstanding Sophomore Award – Judith Beaudoin, Corey Bloom, Luke 
Catherine, Maximilian Frantz, Joseph Fustero, Scott Hemley, Eric Kazyak, Kevin Li, 
Marissa Monardo, Spencer Sokoloski, Alek Williams 
PTS Faculty Award – Dr. David Bigio 


Graduating Seniors for the 2011-2012 Academic Year 
 
Scott Denion 
Molly Donovan 
Alex Edgerton 
Lauren Finkenaurer 
Andrew Foo 


Nicholas Hesser 
Richard Landa 
Edwin Lillie 
Bracha Mandel 
Mark Mifsud 


Mike Moraniec 
Shichao Ou 
Michelle Rosen 
Benjamin Warner 


Teresa Wierbicki 


James Wissman 
Nathan Wright


New Executive Board 
 


Position Name 
President Greg Barr 
VP (Senior) Greg Yu 
VP (Junior) Grace Murphy 
Treasurer Vighnesh Sachidananda 
Secretary Erica Sanker 
Fundraising Chair Rebecca Yep 
Food Chair Megan Frey 
Service Chair Jacob Butcher 
Tutoring Chair Vighnesh Sachidananda 
Webmaster GregYu 
Social Chair David Rosen 
ESC Rep Kevin Howie 
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A. Initiations 


 


Each semester, Advising for the Department of Mechanical Engineering provides both the 


President and the Vice President with a list of the potential students eligible for PTS. This list 


allows the executive officers to reach out through email to setup the Information Session which 


acts as the kickoff general body meeting for the semester. This meeting is the primary general 


body meeting for the semester. Other meetings would be added as the semester moves on. At the 


meeting, Initiates are introduced to the concepts and information pertaining to PTS and the Tau 


Mu Chapter in particular. They are also provided with an Inductee Packet which outlines the PTS 


history, Tau Mu history, and the requirements for entry. The requirements for each semester are 


listed below: 


 


1. Attend all general body meetings, especially the Information Session 


2. Obtain 10 signatures of Pi Tau Sigma Members, 5 signatures of Pi Tau Sigma Faculty 


(Campus President, Dr. Mote counts as 2 faculty signatures), 1 signature of the Pi Tau 


Sigma Advisor, and 10 signatures of Pi Tau Sigma Initiates 


3. Obtain at least 10 event points which include PTS events, engineering events, and 


professional career events. Initiates must have an Executive Officer sign off for the 


events. 


4. Pass the electee exam  


5. Payment of $60 in dues to the treasurer at initiation 


6. Attend initiation ceremony 


 


If the Initiates complete the above requirements, they are able to attend the Initiation Ceremony. 


The ceremony begins with the Electee Exam. This is supposed to “test” the Initiates’ mechanical 


knowledge along with their knowledge of PTS. The executive board only really looks at if the 


students has read and understood the PTS history and traditions. Initiates are usually nervous 


about passing this, but everyone passes the Electee Exam. It is just a way to make the students 


read into the history and traditions of PTS.  


 


Following the exam, the initiates are asked to walk into a candlelit room and state his or her 


name as they come in. The ceremony then proceeds on with generally the script provided on the 


PTS National website. The initiates are then asked to come to the front, sign their name in the 


Tau Mu log, and perform the secret handshake. The Tau Mu chapter teaches the handshake to the 


initiate as he or she signs their name. Following the signing of the log, the initiates have become 


full members, and the more celebratory part of the ceremony can begin. In the recent years, this 


entails handing out the chipotle orders that the initiates ordered the week before. The new 


members have a chance to converse and eat as the President goes through some events coming 


up for PTS and the engineering school in general. Older members participate at the ceremony as 


well with their presence and celebration afterwards. The Initiation Ceremony is a good chance 


for the President to ask the members what they want to do in the coming semester and what they 


expect. These ideas are written on the board and recorded to be talked about among the 


Executive Officers  


 


The Fall ceremony usually ends here, but the Spring involved elections for the Executive Board 


as well. The position is presented, and volunteers raise their hands. If more than one raises a 







hand, they both leave the room after a brief statement from each, and the room votes. Otherwise 


if uncontested, the individual who volunteers receives the position. The picture below shows the 


white board after this year’s votes.  


 


 
 


Below are the two dates and numbers for this past year’s Fall and Spring Initiations:  


 


Fall Initiation:  


Thursday, November 19 


14 Initiated 


 


Spring Initiation: 


Thursday, May 5 


5 Initiated 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


Chapter Events and Fun 


The Tau Mu Chapter held several events, and was involved in several ways within the A. James 


Clark School of Engineering. First, PTS events were held this past year for chapter unity and to 


assist initiates to reach their PTS event points. The first was a s’mores night. This was held both 


in the Fall and Spring semesters. Firewood was gathered, and members and initiates were invited 


to come and have some s’mores while taking a break from their studies. In the Fall, the s’mores 


night was sponsored with ASME as well as ASME members were invited to join. From the 


turnout and money spent, this was 90% of a PTS event. 


 


 In addition to s’mores nights, a game night was held in the fall semester. Executive officers 


brought their games from home to play in a classroom in the engineering building. ASME also 







co-hosted bringing some games and members. This was a great chance for initiates to meet with 


one another and with the Executive Board during the semester. The Executive Board played with 


the participating members and initiates while they were able to play with each other. This was 


90% a PTS event allowing the initiates to get to know those who were already members. 


 


The screenshot below is from the email that was informing members and initiates of the 


upcoming events. The email also shows how members and initiates were informed and involved 


with the Autodesk Fusion 360 challenge and training.  


 


 


 
 


Outlining upcoming events in email 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Professional Talk 


In addition to having fun, the Tau Mu Chapter promotes the professional aspect of the 


mechanical engineering profession. In the Spring semester, the chapter co-sponsored a talk on 


professional licensing from the NCEES. The Engineering Co-Op and Career Services Office for 


the Clark School co-sponsored with the chapter. It was open to anyone who was interested, but 


initiates were provided points for attending as well. Co-sponsoring involved spreading the word 


through the email list for PTS and getting as many PTS members/initiates there as possible.  


Below is a picture of the flyer from the event. 


 


 
NCEES flyer with PTS sponsorship 


 


2nd Annual Mechanical Engineering Golf Tournament  


Finally, the most commitment and effort for PTS this past year went towards the 2nd Annual 


Mechanical Engineering Golf Tournament. This golf tournament was created last year to have 


proceeds go towards mechanical engineering scholarships. The Department of Mechanical 


Engineering works with the chapter to get golfers, organize the event, and promote it through 


different forms of communication. The President of the Tau Mu Chapter took on a majority of 


this organizing but relied on the members to also spread the word and get golfers to sign up. 


Organization started at the beginning of the school year and did not end up until the event on 


Friday, April 15. The Mechanical Department also aided in getting golfers and sponsors for the 


event. On April 15, 27 golfers teed off in support of an excellent cause. PTS Executive Officers 


provided assistance with the luncheon, setup, and logistics during the day at the University of 


Maryland Golf Course. Final money amounts have not been summed yet but compared to last 


year, the golfer numbers were doubled and sponsorship numbers remained nearly the same. This 


great effort showed the school and Department that this tournament will continue for the coming 


years. Below are some pictures from the event.  


 







 


 


 
Table and banners ready to sign in golfers! 


 


 


Mechanical Visiting Committee Team along with Dr. Kiger, Director of Undergraduate Studies 


in Mechanical Department 


 







 
Luncheon after round 


 


 


 


 
Student golfers playing from a bunker (students won spots in tournament from raffle performed 


by PTS) 







 
Top prizes and trophies 


 


End of the Year Barbecue 


Following all of these events, the Tau Mu Chapter held an end of the year barbecue to relax and 


enjoy the end of the semester. Awards were given by the Department of Mechanical Engineering 


for service and outstanding contributions to both PTS and the Department.  


 


 
Award recipients 







 


 


 


 


 
2015-2016 Executive Officers and Officers along with Officers for next year 


 


 


 


National Convention 


 


For this year’s convention, the Tau Mu Chapter sent Sam Massa, next year’s President to 


represent the University of Maryland and the Tau Mu Chapter. At the convention, the chapter 


received awards for service and performance within Pi Tau Sigma. Sam brought back the 


information pertaining to the new changes coming to PTS and talked them over with the 


Executive Officers during an Executive meeting. Having Sam present during this year occurred 


because he was most likely to be President of the Tau Mu Chapter next year, and which makes 


sense for us so that the next President is always up to date on the national level.  


 







 
Awards presented to Tau Mu from Nationals including the Outstanding Performance Award and 


Outstanding Service Award 


 


 


C. Other 


Communication between the Executive Officers occurred through GoupMe periodically 


throughout the week. This reduced the need for frequent meetings between the Officers, yet 


when needed, Officers did meet in person to set up dates and plan out the upcoming events. 


 


In addition, PTS sent two representatives for the Engineering Student Council meetings which 


were held a couple of times each semester. The council keeps all of the leadership within the 


Clark School up to date and allows leadership to make decisions on school-wide events.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 





















PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL  


REPORT 2013-2014 


MARYLAND TAU MU  


  


A. Initiations  


Initiation Requirements  


The Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 inductees underwent the same selection process as previously 


used at the University of Maryland. The details are as follows: the president requests and 


receives the contact information of the top 25% by GPA of the junior ME class and top 35% of 


the senior Mechanical Engineering class from the Assistant Director of Undergraduate Studies. 


The number of credits earned determines class status. The president invites the potential 


inductees to attend the first general body meeting of that semester, during which the 


organization, objectives, as well as the requirements for joining the Maryland Tau Mu chapter of 


Pi Tau Sigma are explained.  


  


The requirements, as they have been in the past, are as follows:  


 Obtain a total of 26 signatures: 10 from fellow inductees, 10 from current members or 


officers, 5 from faculty who are members of PTS, and 1 mandatory signature form Dr. 


Peter Sandborn, the faculty advisor.  


 Obtain a minimum of 10 points by participating in PTS sponsored events over the course 


of the semester. Each PTS event is pre-assigned a point value, in general 1 point per 


event. Running events can earn the inductees 1 point per hour worked, with a maximum 


of 4 points/event, and helping out with an event (i.e. posting flyers) earns extra points as 


well. The events are described in the activities section.  


 Pass the Maryland Tau Mu Inductee exam by scoring at least 70%. The exam tests the 


knowledge of basic engineering terms and problems, PTS history, and Maryland Tau Mu 


specifics. Extra credit is awarded for witty and clever answers.  


 Pay the induction fee of $60.  


 Attend all general body meetings as well as the induction ceremony.  


 


 







Ceremony  


At the induction, the President and one of the Vice Presidents sit behind a desk illuminated by 


two candles with the PTS banner in front of them. Also on display are framed pictures of the 


PTS crest and key. The current members and officers, usually around 20 people, sit in the room 


with the front row vacant. The faculty advisor sits on the far left of the room. The lights are 


turned off, allowing the room to be light only by the candles and the low ambient light through 


the frosted glass windows. The inductees who have fulfilled all the requirements are lined up just 


outside the door by one of the officers. Each inductee enters the darkened room, says his/her full 


name, and takes a seat in the front row, facing the desk.  


Once all the initiates are seated and door is shut, and the ceremony begins. The President and 


Vice President follow the verbal proceedings as detailed in the 2004 Pi Tau Sigma Chapter 


Manual. Once the proceedings are done, one by one the inductees sign their names in the 


Maryland Tau Mu member registry and learn the secret handshake from the president.  


 


Celebration  


The lights are then turned back on, and the President congratulates the inductees on their 


induction as members, and the crowd applauds. Food and drinks from Chipotle are served, and 


new and old members mingle. Stoles and chords are passed out to graduating seniors and 


certificates and membership cards are presented to other members.  


In the fall, the ceremony would have officially ended at this point and members are free to leave 


whenever they want. However, in the spring, there is are elections held for every officer position.  


Elections then follow, and are done quite informally, with the president conducting the 


proceedings. Each position is called, the previous holder gives a brief explanation of the duties, 


perks and challenges of the relevant office, and individuals are nominated by themselves or by 


anyone else. Nominees then give a short speech about why they are the best candidate for the 


position and are escorted outside the room once they have all spoken. The president calls for a 


vote by a show of hands. The winner is determined and the President exits the hall to 


congratulate him/her. The process repeats itself until all positions are filled. The ceremony is 


then concluded.   


  


 







B. Activities  


Chapter Meetings 


Meetings are held several times throughout the semester for inductees, members, and officers on 


a weekday night. The president runs the meetings. About 15-20 people attend each meeting. This 


year, the meetings were held in a Mechanical Engineering DeWalt Seminar room. The president 


would write the upcoming events and dates on a white board. The main organizer for each event 


would then give a brief update of how things were moving along, ask for more volunteers, and 


set up outside meeting times if necessary.  


The meetings were also a time for members and inductees to vote on chapter matters.  


This included voting for dates of activities, award recipients for the Pi Tau Sigma Service  


Award and Pi Tau Sigma Memorial Award presented to a student member each year. Members 


are free to ask questions and volunteer for activities. This is also the time for the president to 


check up on the inductees to see how their progress with the requirements is going, and to direct 


them to other members if they need help. At the end of every meeting, the Food Chair provides 


pizza and drinks for the members who attended. This gives members the opportunity to relax and 


enjoy the company of their fellow members and inductees.  


  


Professional 


Resume Book  


In continuation from what was started last year, our chapter started a Resume Book in which we 


were able to supply all employers that visited our chapter and to many employers and recruiters 


at the career fair. This allowed our members another way to connect to the market. We cannot 


say for sure whether or not this led to any official jobs but we believe that if we continue to add 


to the Resume Book and get all members, new and alumni, we could significantly improve 


Maryland’s chapter of Pi Tau Sigma connections.  


 


Every year in conjunction with the A. James Clark School of Engineering Career Center various 


workshops and information sessions from a wide variety of companies and on a large variety of 


topic are help. Pi Tau Sigma participates in these workshops and conferences by going to them 


as groups. Initiates have the opportunity to earn points by attending the workshops or 







information sessions. Some of the more technical sessions the initiates are requires to write a 


brief summary on what they learned at the session or conference. 


 


Professional Workshops 


 Resume Writing Workshop 


 Cover Letter Writing Workshop 


 Job Search Workshop 


 Interview Techniques Workshop 


 Evaluating Job Offers & Salary Negotiation Workshop 


 Job Search 201: Networking and Online Resources 


 


Professional Information Sessions 


 Oculus VR Presentation 


 Geographical Sciences Career & Internship Fair 


 Material Science & Engineering Open House 


 FBI Information Session 


 Internship & Co-op Networking Panel 


 NSA 2014 Technical Showcase 


 Antra Information Session 


 Aerotek Information Session 


 Human to Mars Summit 


 Take the Lead: A Woman’s Empowerment Conference 


 Buying Energy for a (really) Big User by UMD Facilities Management 


 


 


  







Service Events    


Relay For Life (April 12
th


) 


This year Pi Tau Sigma sponsored a 


team at the University of Maryland 


Relay for Life. Relay for Life events 


are life-changing cancer fundraising 


events that help communities across 


the globe fight back cancer. Our team 


name was “We Are ME- UMD”. It 


was a play on the abbreviation of 


Mechanical Engineering. In total our 


team set out a goal to raise $500 


dollars. In total we  raised $525 and 


had 16 members show up to the 


event. The event was also a good social experience for initiates and members. We had a tailgate 


where we cooked burgers and hotdogs. Additionally, we all played soccer and other games. We 


also walked and ran around the track to show our support for the cause which we gathered for in 


the first place. Overall it was a lot of fun for the chapter. 


 


Azalea Classic (May 3
rd


) 


About five or six members participated in the Azalea 5k Classic, which raised money for a local 


elementary school, Underwood Street University Park. All the proceeds went to programs at the 


school and it was a good way for Pi Tau Sigma members and initiates to get outside into the 


local community and help the community out while getting some exercise and even socializing 


some. The initiates received a couple points for attending and some of the other members 


attended as well. 


  


  







Department and School Events  


Department  Meetings  


Our  chapter  of  Pi  Tau  Sigma  was  involved in an informal meeting each semester will 


the leadership from all the organizations within the department and the department head. The 


President attended with the leaders of the other Mechanical Engineering department societies.  


Through this meeting we were able to build relationships with the faculty and other student 


organizations. We brought to the attention any issues that our members had and in return gave 


opinions on any initiatives that the department was thinking about moving forward on.  


 


Freshman Ice Cream Social 


Each Fall the Mechanical Engineering Department holds an Ice Cream Social for all the 


incoming Mechanical Engineering Freshman. The President and Junior Vice President attended 


this social to help raise our awareness to the incoming freshman. It is important that all students 


are aware of our organization well before they are eligible to be nominated to become part of Pi 


Tau Sigma. We also helped welcome the students to the University and the A. James Clark 


School of Engineering making them feel welcome and answering any questions they may have 


come across in their first few weeks at the school. 


 


A. James Clark School of Engineering Picnic 


Each Fall the A. James Clark School of Engineering holds a Picnic for all of its students. This 


year Pi Tau Sigma Held its own table for all of the Engineering school to see what the society is 


all about. We quizzed the students that stopped by on some basic Engineering principles. The 


goal was to raise school wide awareness that Pi Tau Sigma exists and the goals and principles 


behind the honor society. 


 


Maryland Day (April 26, 2014) 


Our exhibit at Maryland 2014 was an astounding success. Maryland Day was original started by 


President Dan Mote in 1998. He wanted to expend agriculture day, started the now annual event 


of Maryland Day. It occurs every April on the last Saturday, and allows clubs, academic and 


social societies, and academic departments to show to prospective students and the community of 







some of the great things happening at Maryland. It is a great atmosphere with people of all ages 


enjoying it.  


The exhibit we had this 


year was built with 


collaboration with the 


Mechanical Engineering 


Alumni Cup Team and 


UMD ASME (American 


Society of Mechanical 


Engineers) student 


chapter. It was a large, 6 


foot by 6 foot by 5 foot 


Rube Goldberg machine, designed and built to allow kids and even adults to start the sequence of 


events. The machine allows us to show many aspects of engineering, such as levers, unbalanced 


masses, siphons, Newton’s cradle, gear ratios, Geneva wheels, and many more topics. The 


project was a hit with the Maryland Day crowd. We also had our banner, and other items from 


our lounge on display for the public. The exhibit helped get some publicity and the kids enjoyed 


learning about engineering concepts in real life. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Awards  


Pi Tau Sigma Service Award – Sarah Niezelski  


Pi Tau Sigma Memorial Award – Grace Murphy  


   


Graduating Seniors 


Graduating Seniors for 2013-2014 Academic Year 


Grace Murphy Syed Elahi 


Rebecca Yep Rany Shadid 


Megan Frey Xiang Zhang 


Luke Sindall Gregory Krummel 


 


New Executive Board 


New Executive Board for 2014-2015 Academic Year 


Position Name 


President Parth Kathrotiya 


Vice President (Senior) Alec Kanyuck 


Vice President (Junior) Nick Holthaus 


Treasurer Tom Landis 


Secretary and ESC Representative Daniel Levine 


Service Chair Ryan Hegarty 


Design Leader Nick Fleming 


Webmaster Ryan Hagarty 


 








Maryland Tau Mu 
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 


Chartered April 14, 1956.  Number 61. 
 Goals for 2008-2009 


The goals of the Tau Mu chapter for the 2008-2009 
school year were to increase Pi Tau Sigma 
involvement in campus and community activities.  
The chapter also plans to increase membership 
rates and promote the professional development of 
all members.  The chapter also wanted to complete 
tasks in order to become on good standings with 
the National Chapter. 


Activities  
In the fall semester, the Tau Mu chapter was 
involved in many community service activities.  
The chapter worked with Habitat for Humanity, an 
organization that works to improve the lives of 
people in poverty.  The members helped fix up 
houses in a low income community.  This event 
took place in both the Fall 2007 and Spring 2008 
semesters. 
 
In the spring semester, The Tau Mu chapter 
attended the National Convention at University of 
Michigan.  This event helped inspire ideas to 
improve the Tau Mu chapter and gave insite on 
ways to become more involved on campus. 
 
The chapter hosted an informession session with a 
corporate speaker.  The event focus was “You’re 
Hired, What’s Next?”  This was an opportunity for 
students to talk with the vice president of a 
company to get a better insite on what life will be 
like in the work field. 
 
The Tau Mu chapter teamed up with one the 
Mechanical Engineering undergradate advisors to 
host a Mechanical Engineering BBQ.  This event 
was a great success and allowed fellow student to 
network with professors and faculty outside of the 
classroom.  The food, accompanied by field games 
and sports such as frisby, flag football, and softball 
allowed students to build new relations with their 
professors. 
 
The Tau Mu chapter worked along side the local 
ASME chapter to participate in the Maryland Day 
design challenge.  Maryland Day is an event held 
by the University of Maryland that showcases the 
different majors throughout the campus.  Maryland 
Day has a themed competition between the 
engineering organizations in which each 
organization design something using the skills of 
their field specifically.  The final designs are 
judged and a winner is chosen.  This year’s theme 
was Green.  The Tau Mu chapter and ASME 


designed many examples of green technology.  
One device was a human powered blender.  The 
team used an old bicylcle and attached a blender 
such that when peddeling, the back wheel turned 
the blender.  The children at the event were able to 
blend their own milkshakes.  Another example of 
green energy was shown by powering an RV car 
using a solar panel.  The final example was 
amplified lighting created by placing bleach and 
water into a two liter bottle and securing it in the 
roof of a hut.  The light is refracted through the 
bottle and the bleach mixture and is amplified to 
the intensity about equal to a 40Watt light bulb.  
The chapter has plans to compete again next year. 
 
The chapter participated in the Relay for Life event 
held on campus.  This is an American Cancer 
Society event which raises money for cancer 
research and to help cancer patients who cannot 
afford their treatment.  The Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Mu 
chapter team raised $300 which was donated to the 
American Cancer Society. 
 


Graduates   
Andrew Bratten –Plans Unknown 
Joshua Berndt – Plans Unknown 
Gabriel Nathan Cahn – Northrup Grumman, 


Baltimore, MD 
Charlie Choe – ExxonMobil, Fairfax, VA 
Anthony Alfred Costanzo – ExxonMobil, Houston, 


TX 
Frederick deGrano – Plans Unknown 
Brad Eisenberg – Plans Unknown 
Mahdi Eydgahi – Plans Unknown 
Nathan Dylan Goldfus – Plans Unknown 
Courtney Laigle – NAVAIR, Patuxent River, MD 
Mary Larson – Graduate Program at University of 


Maryland, College Park, MD 
Anita Maghdouri Moghaddam – Plans Unknown 
Alex McCoy – Plans Unknown 
Brian McGraw – Plans Unknown 
Horacio Nochetto - Graduate Program at 


University of Maryland, College Park, MD 
Kyle North – Plans Unknown 
Marissa Lynne Pribyl – Plans Unknown 
Michael Siemann – Graduate Program at 


University of Maryland, College Park, MD 
Kyle Smith – Graduate Program at University of 


Maryland, College Park, MD 
Jessica Rajkowski – Plans Unknown 
Jean-Pierre Rock – Plans Unknown 
Scott Yamada – Plans Unknown 
Tiffany Yang – Plans Unknown 
Elias Zeilah – Graduate Program at University of 


Maryland, College Park, MD 
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Awards & Recognition 
Dr. Santiago Solares – Fall 2008 Faculty/Staff 


Appreciation Award.  This award is presented to 
a faculty member who has excellent dedication 
and contributions to teaching to undergraduate 
students. 


Greg Teitelbaum – Fall 2008 Teaching Assistant 
Appreciation Award.  This award is presented to 
a teaching assistant who has excellent dedication 
and contributions to teaching undergraduate 
students. 


Tom Beigel – Spring 2009 Faculty/Staff 
Appreciation Award.  This award is presented to 
a faculty member who has excellent dedication 
and contributions to teaching to undergraduate 
students. 


Thierry Some – Spring 2009 Teaching Assistant 
Appreciation Award.  This award is presented to 
a teaching assistant who has excellent dedication 
and contributions to teaching undergraduate 
students. 


Dr. Amr Baz – Purple Camshaft Award.  The 
Purple Camshaft is awarded annually to a 
professor who offers a challenging course from 
which students can benefit from. 


Charlie Choe – Pi Tau Sigma Memorial Award is 
presented to the senior Mechanical Engineering 
student who has made the most outstanding 
contributions to the University. 


Courtney Laigle – Pi Tau Sigma Outstanding 
Service Award is presented to the members for 
outstanding service and contributions to the 
student chapter. 


Michael Siemann – Pi Tau Sigma Outstanding 
Service Award is presented to the members for 
outstanding service and contributions to the 
student chapter. 


Names of New Members   
Fall 2008 Pledges 


Brian Russ Dibesh Shrestha 
Joshua Davis Justin Pearse 
Nicholas Redding Gary Wu 
Anita Maghdouri 


Spring 2009 Pledges 
   David Eng Chris Kim 


Anne Lederer Brian McGraw  
Aviva Molotsky Michael Neuberger  
Rameen Taeb Jeffery Williams  
Rabee Zuberi 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
The transfer of responsibilities occurred at the end 
of the spring semester shortly after the spring 


induction.  The role of each executive board 
member was discussed between the outgoing and 
incoming officers.  Plans that the old executive 
members wished to continue, such as Habitat for 
Humanity and Relay for Life, were continued by 
the new executive board.   


Plans for 2009-2010 
The Tau Mu chapter plans to continue working 
towards the growth and development of the chapter 
and its members during the 2009-2010 academic 
year.  The chapter plans to continue increasing 
involvement in campus activities.  The chapter 
hopes to continue with the plan to of tutoring or 
offering help to undergraduate students especially 
freshman and sophomores who are struggling with 
their classes.  The chapter also plans to continue to 
improve membership rates. 
 
The chapter would like to work on building more 
relationships engineering corporations so that 
companies could hold information sessions to 
allow Tau Mu members a chance to talk to and 
network with potential employers.   
 
The chapter plans to attend the National 
Convention with hopes that there will be enough 
funding for more members to be able to come and 
partake in the experience. 
 


Chapter Officers  
President Justin Pearse 
Vice President Josh Davis 
Junior VP Anne Lederer 
Treasurer Aviva Molotsky 
Secretary Chris Kim 
Social Chair Mike Neuberger 
Fundraising Chair David Eng  
Events Chair Frank Robinson  
Corporate Liason Rameen Taeb 
Service Chair Nick Redding 
Tutoring Chair Rabee Zuberi 
ESC Council Members Gary Wu, Dibesh S 
  


Chapter Advisor   
Dr. Peter Sandborn 


Contact information   
http://www.eng.umd.edu/organizations/pts/ 


Reporter 
Courtney Laigle 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


 2016-2017 


 


  Maryland Tau Mu Chapter 


A. Initiations 
 


At the beginning of each semester, a list of inductees is formed by the advisors for the 


Mechanical Engineering Department. The list is formed for the top 25% of the Junior Class, and 


the top 35% of the Senior Class and Graduate Class. These inductees are contacted to attend the 


first General Body Meeting and sent the inductee form. Before initiation into the Tau Mu 


Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, each inductee must complete all of the following requirements: 


 


1. Attend all general body meetings. 


2. Obtain 10 signatures of Pi Tau Sigma Members, 5 signatures of Pi Tau Sigma Faculty 


(Campus President, Dr. Mote counts as 2 faculty signatures), 1 signature of the Pi Tau 


Sigma Advisor, and 10 signatures of Pi Tau Sigma Inductee. 


3. Obtain at least 15 event points through events sponsored by Pi Tau Sigma or approved by 


a Pi Tau Sigma Officer.  


Examples: 


o Working Hot Dog Sales, 1 point per hour 


o Participating in Intramural Sports, 1 point per game 


o Working Movie Nights, 1 point per movie 


4. Pass the Inductee exam. 


5. Payment of $60 in dues to the treasurer at initiation. 


6. Attend initiation ceremony. 


 


The first 3 requirements must be completed by the induction ceremony of the semester in order 


to be inducted. On the induction night, the inductees will take the inductee exam during the first 


hour. The second hour is the initiation ceremony. Following the initiation ceremony, the new 


members eat dinner and socialize with the old members. This year, 2 initiations were held on 


November 10, 2016, and April 27, 2017. 9 inductees were initiated in November, and 11 


inductees were initiated in April. 
 
 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


This year, our chapter had a variety of events under 3 main categories: 1.) Social,                         


2.) Professionalism, and 3.) Service. Here is some information about the specific events. 


 


1. Social 


a. S’mores Night 


i. During s’mores night, we invite all the inductees to come to the university 


quad and cook marshmallows. They were fun events and was rather 


successful, because it had the free food and was nearby. 


b. Games Night 







i. For game night, we invited inductees to bring their own games to the 


Mechanical Engineering study room. We all played multiple games, 


including Blockus, and Card Games. 


c. Ice Cream Social 


i. We invited everyone to join us in the Mechanical Engineering study room 


to enjoy ice cream. We held the event close to finals, so that it was a nice 


study break for the members and inductees. 


2. Professionalism 


a. 4D Engineering 


i. We invited our past president, Nicholas Holthaus, to join us for a meeting 


to give a talk about his work, and the process of being hired. This was the 


start of our goal to reach out to our Alumni Members.  


b. UMD Electronic Packaging Research  


i. We invited our Faculty Advisor, Dr. Sandborn, to give a talk about the 


research that he does at the University of Maryland. Dr. Sandborn does 


research in the field of electronic packaging. 


3. Service 


a. 3rd Annual Mechanical Engineering Scholarship Golf Tournament 


i. Our chapter hosts a golf tournament to raise money for the Mechanical 


Engineering Department. We reach out to different companies to sponsor 


the event and attend with their own team. This year we raised the number 


of people from around 30 players to 50 players.  


ii. http://www.enme.umd.edu/events/golf-tournament 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
2010‐2011 


MARYLAND TAU MU 
A. INITIATIONS  


Recruitment and Requirements 
The Fall 2010 and Spring 2011 inductees underwent the same selection process as previously 
used at Maryland.  The details are as follows: the president receives the contact information of 
the top 25% by GPA of the junior ME class and top 35% of the senior ME class, where class 
status is determined by the number of credits earned. The president invites the potential 
inductees to attend the first general body meeting of that semester, during which the 
organization, objectives, as well as the requirements for joining the Maryland Tau Mu chapter of 
Pi Tai Sigma are explained. 


The requirements are as follows:  


• Obtain a total of 26 signatures: 10 from fellow inductees, 10 from current members or 
officers, 5 from faculty who are members of PTS, and 1 mandatory signature form Dr. 
Peter Sandborn, the faculty advisor.  


• Obtain a minimum of 10 points by participating in PTS sponsored events over the course 
of the semester. Each PTS event is pre-assigned a point value, in general 1 point per 
event.  Running events can earn the inductees 1 point per hour worked, with a maximum 
of 4 points/event, and helping out with an event (i.e. posting flyers) earns extra points as 
well.  The events are described in the activities section. 


• Pass the Maryland Tau Mu Inductee exam by scoring at least 70%. The exam tests the 
knowledge of basic engineering terms and problems, PTS history, and Maryland Tau Mu 
specifics. Extra credit is awarded for witty and clever answers.  


• Polish the bronze PTS key by oneself. The inductee who best polishes theirs gets their 
induction fee waived. 


• Pay the induction fee of $60.  
• Attend all general body meetings as well as the induction ceremony. 


Ceremony 
At the induction, the president and senior VP sit behind 
a desk illuminated by two candles with the PTS banner 
in front of them.  Also on display are framed pictures of 
the PTS crest and key. The current members and 
officers, which is usually around 20 people, sit in the 
room with the front row vacant. The faculty advisor sits 
on the far left of the room. The lights are dimmed. The 
inductees who have fulfilled all the requirements are 
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lined up by the treasurer, just outside the room. Each gets their picture taken, enters the darkened 
room, approaches the desk, and says his/her full name. Then he/she takes a seat in the front row, 
facing the desk.  


Once all the initiates are seated and the treasurer shuts the door, the ceremony begins. The 
president and senior VP follow the verbal proceedings as detailed in the 2004 Pi Tau Sigma 
Chapter Manual. Once the proceedings are done, one by one the inductees sign their names in the 
Maryland Tau Mu member registry and learn the secret handshake from the president.  


Celebration 
The secretary switches the lights back on, the 
president congratulates the inductees on their 
induction as members, and the crowd 
applauds.  Food and drinks from Chipotle are 
served, and new and old members mingle. 
During this, each induction class poses for 3 
pictures, one group photo with the banner, 
another with the faculty advisor joining them 
and one more in which they are encouraged to 
make silly faces and gestures. The stoles are 
then passed out to graduating seniors, and we 
continue to relax as the ceremony usually 
occurs just a few days before exams begin. 


In the fall, the ceremony would have officially ended at this point and members are free to leave 
whenever they want. However, in the spring, there is an award presentation and elections are 
held for every officer position. The Purple Cam Shaft is presented to the faculty member who the 
PTS members voted for.  The faculty member is invited to the ceremony and to celebrate, and 
the award is presented to him/her by the president.  The Purple Cam Shaft is meant for a faculty 
member who is dedicated to the students, helpful, and all around impressive.  Elections then 
follow, and are done quite informally, with the president conducting the proceedings. Each 
position is called, the previous holder gives a brief explanation of the duties, perks and 
challenges of the relevant office, and individuals are nominated by themselves or by anyone else. 
Nominees then give a short speech about why they are the best candidate for the position and are 
escorted outside the hall once they have all spoken. The president calls for a vote by a show of 
hands.  The winner is determined and the president exits the hall to congratulate him/her. The 
process repeats itself until all positions are filled. The ceremony is then concluded. Pictured 
below are the inductees for the 2010-2011 academic school year. 
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December 10th 2010: Eleven Inductees 


 


 May 4th 2011: Fifteen Inductees 


B. ACTIVITIES 


Meetings 
Description of Meetings 
There are bi-weekly meetings held for inductees, members, and officers 
on Wednesday nights throughout the semester.  These meetings are run 
by the president and about 30 people attend each meeting.  This year, 
the meetings were held in a ME conference room, and the president 
would write the upcoming events and dates on a white board.  The 
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main lead for each event would then give a brief update of how things were moving along, ask 
for more volunteers, and set up outside meeting times if necessary.  We also added signing up to 
sell food for our food sales at the meetings, and this proved to be a much better method than via 
email which was how it was done in the past.  Also, by writing all the names on the board, it 
helped people learn names better (and especially tested the president’s ability to learn names, 
faces, and spelling!). 


The meetings were also a time for members and inductees to vote on chapter matters.  This 
included voting for dates of activities, T-Shirt designs, Award recipients, and other activities.  It 
also gives people a chance to ask questions and volunteer for activities.  This is also the time for 
the president to check up on the inductees to see how their progress with the requirements is 
going, and to direct them to other members if they need help.  At the end of every meeting, we 
enjoy some nice hot pizza provided by our Food Chair, and we have a chance to take a mid-week 
break and relax with friends. 


Balloon Games 
At the first general body meeting of the semester, we once again started our ice breaker tradition 
from Spring 2009.  In the fall we had an inductee team and a 
member team battle with balloon forts.  We used scrap wood 
from our Design ME lab and built a fort with string and Duct 
tape to protect 10 balloons.  Then each member and inductee 
takes a turn throwing a piece of wood across the room at the 
other team’s fort.  The members crushed the inductees by 
popping all of their balloons first!  


In the spring, we tried a different game where every person tied a 
balloon around each ankle.  Then members and inductees ran 
around the room trying to pop everyone else’s balloon.  The winner, inductee Greg Yu, won a 
Chipotle gift card!  These games provided a good way for some quick bonding, and also a fun 
way to play with balloons. 


Professional Events 


ExxonMobil Information Session & Luncheon 
ExxonMobil was one of our big donors again this year.  We held an information session with 
them in the fall, and attended a lunch with them in the spring.  The fall information session was 
co-hosted with the MD chapter of Tau Beta Pi, where the president of each society met to order 
the food, reserve the room, contact the speaker, plan out the agenda and organize the event in 
general, so the work was evenly split and evenly funded.  The event included a presentation on 
the internship experience at ExxonMobil by two of our own Pi Tau Sigma members (Anne 
Lederer and Erick Alves de Sa).  The formal presentation was given by UMD alumni and former 


PTS president Charlie Choe.  Approximately 100 students 
from varying majors and years attended this event, and 
after the presentation and Q&A session for both Charlie 
and internship presentation, students were encouraged to 


enjoy a Potbelly’s sandwich and to leave their resumes with the recruiters. 
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The spring luncheon was an opportunity for officers from the different organizations that 
received a donation from ExxonMobil to meet.  Once again, UMD recruiter and alumni Charlie 
Choe came to lunch to present the checks to each society.  PTS used the money to help subsidize 
costs for the members who attended the national convention this year. 


FE/PE  Information  Session 
The mechanical engineering department once again sponsored a FE/PE 
Information Session which is organized and advertised by Pi Tau Sigma.  


The information session was a success and 
there were about 40 students coming from all 
the engineering majors.  We even had a record 
number (or close to) of mechanical engineering 
students sign up for the FE exam in April!  The 
event even provided 7 free new edition 


reference books to the lucky few students in the audience! 


Georgia Tech Graduate School Info Session 
Dr. Paul Neitzel from Georgia Tech came and gave a very informative presentation 
on a couple graduate school opportunities at Georgia Tech.  He described his 
research, and that of some of his colleagues. We had a nice group of 10 students 
show up to learn about graduate school in general, and the GT experience.  


 


Service Events 
Furniture BuildAThon 
In the fall, Tau Beta Pi hosted a Furniture Build-A-
Thon to donate various pieces of furniture built by 
UMD engineering students to a charity during 
Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week.  Pi Tau 
Sigma put together a beautiful, level, console table.  
We had a team of 10 cutting, sanding, staining, and 


building for at least 5 
hours a day for one 
week in one of our 
woodshops. The effort 
was well worth it, as we made a wonderful table that was donated 
on our behalf, along with those made by Chi Epsilon, Mechanical 


Contractors Association, and TBP. 


Relay for Life 
This year Pi Tau Sigma teamed up with ASME in 
our annual Relay for Life event at UMD.  Although 
it was a cold weekend in April, we had a great 
turnout of about 20 people and a lot of fun!  We 
spent time raising money for the event and 
collecting donations at our food sales.  Throughout 
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the night we played soccer, football, tug-of-war, Frisbee, and we had a Zumba lesson!  The 
members were able to bond as we reflected on the struggle some people have to go through and 
as we came together to raise money and support them. 


Tutoring 
Throughout the year, PTS members tutor other mechanical engineers in their classes.  Our 
undergraduate advisor contacts us when she has students requesting tutors, and we offer free 
office hours and one-on-one tutoring sessions.  This helps us give back to the department and it 
is a rewarding experience. 


Social Events 


Capture the Flag 
Once again the A. James Clark School battled on our mall to see which 
majors would be able to claim bragging rights (and a trophy!) for the 
semester.  This year, our Junior Vice President Lauren Finkenauer 
organized a tense game of Capture the Flag, where Mechanical teamed up 
with Civil to defeat the long reigning champions, Electrical, Computer, and 
Aerospace in a 50 person battle.  In the spring, Mechanical won again, this 
time teaming with Aerospace and defeating all the other majors that showed 
up (it unfortunately was a cold, rainy day which kept away the weaker 
majors, but we still had a decent turnout of about 30 people for the hour we could last!). 


KickOff Party (Revealing of BigLittle Pairs) 
This year, we kept the tradition of making Big-Little 
pairs amongst our members and inductees.  The 
revealing of these pairs occurs at our “Kick-Off” 
party in the beginning of the semester, which is 
mandatory for inductees, and strongly encouraged 
for members (usually about 25 people throughout 
the night).  The Big-Little pairs are encouraged to 
get lunch, hang out, or just show up to all of our 
activities together.  It is a good way to create PTS 
bonding pairs, and this year we combined pairs into 


families of 4 to give the inductees 2 people that they can count on and ask questions to. 


Officers Dinners 
To start off each semester, all the officers get together at a restaurant (Jason’s Deli) and catch up 
and plan out the semester.  This tradition lets every officer have an opportunity to hear about 


what is being planned and give feedback about what did or did 
not work the previous year.  It is also a nice way to have 
everyone think of new ideas, and to decide if they would like to 
head up one of the activities.  This year the officers were very 
good about delegating tasks so that everything did not fall on 


the president.  This also serves as a good place for the officers to start setting up study group 
times as we find out who has the same professors! 
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Applebee’s Happy Hour 
On a nice spring Friday afternoon, PTS members headed over to Applebee’s for the happy hour 
specials.  All 10 of us enjoyed the nice selection of appetizers they serve, and the over 21 
members could enjoy some nice refreshments after a long week’s work.  This was a new event 
and members liked it so much, they wanted to make it a weekly event!  Unfortunately it was too 
late in the semester to squeeze it in, but it is being kept in mind for next year! 


Dodgeball 
PTS showed its athletic ability at the Engineering Student 


Council Dodgeball 
Tournament this year.  Our 
team of 10 put up a good 
fight, but unfortunately we 
did not make it to the finals.  
We did, however, enjoy the 
pizza, and we also had a 
good time mingling with the other 8 societies that had teams. 


 Department & School Events 


Maryland  Day 
Our annual MD Day was once again a success!  Our 
university-wide fair for families to see what goes on at 
UMD showcased our engineering abilities and our creative 
sides with our pulley slot cars!  Our team of 8 built cars 
that used a series of pulleys to spin the wheels, and when 


the 
brush 


contacts 
touched our electrically charged track, they 
raced to the finish line!  Kids enjoyed putting 
the rubber bands around the pulleys they 
thought would move the car fastest and 
flipping the switch to make the cars race.  We 
were able to get our society some publicity 


and we had a lot fun teaching kids about “How the DC Metro Works!” 


Career Paths Presentations 
At UMD, there is a career paths class that sophomores and juniors take to learn about the career 
opportunities and activities in mechanical engineering.  The student organization leaders give 
presentations in this class, and this year Pi Tau Sigma was part of this group, which helped 
recruit some new members who were thinking about accepting our invitation! 


ME  Chair Candidate Meetings 
The mechanical engineering department had to select a new Department Chair this year, and PTS 
was asked to send 2 representatives to meet with each of the 4 candidates separately and evaluate 
them.  This was a great experience for our members that could attend since we were able to 
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promote what student organizations needed and to see what new ideas the candidates had for the 
department in the future. 


Meetings with the Department 
The department requested 6 meetings with PTS members this year.  We met with the interim 
department chair to discuss the engineering school as a whole to see what resources students 
need, to discuss increasing costs to provide new lab equipment, and general department 
concerns.  We also met with the undergraduate director a couple times throughout the year to 
discuss the classes offered and ABET accreditation requirements.  These meetings included 
several student groups outside of mechanical engineering as well and we all gave feedback for 
the courses we have taken and to see what other departments are doing. 


ESC Meetings 
The Engineering Student Council (ESC) holds monthly meetings that give the societies the 
opportunity to announce any activities they have coming up, sign up to sell food in the lobby, 
and to discuss any important matters.  These meetings usually provide the leaders from the 
different societies within the engineering school a chance to collaborate and pair up with others 
to host events. 


Fundraising Events 
Food Sales 
We continued fundraising efforts this year with our bi-
weekly food sales.  This year we sold Shopper’s Colossal 
Doughnuts and Coffee!  Although this meant we had to get 
up at 7:30am to buy the doughnuts fresh, it was well worth it.  


We ended up raising 
enough money to offset 
some of our expenses 
throughout the year, and 
more importantly, we get our name out in the school.  This not 
only helps recruit members, it also helps us receive offers to 
host companies for information sessions (since we sell the food 
right outside our main administration office!). 


Ford Fiesta Raffle Tickets 
Another fund raiser that we participated in this year was the school wide Ford Fiesta Raffle.  The 


school raffled off this nice car and each society received $1 for every 
ticket sold.  The winner of the car was drawn at Maryland Day, but 
unfortunately no PTS members won =( 


Company Sponsorship 
As previously mentioned, we applied for a donation from ExxonMobil and we received $750 to 
help subsidize convention costs for the traveling members.  The money also went towards 
providing food at other events and meetings. 
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Convention 
We had 3 members attend the wonderful convention at 
UIC this year.  We were once again given a few ideas 
for how to better our Chapter.  We spoke with Georgia 
Tech Nu to see how they recruit members, and we also 
found out a lot from the presentation from California Pi 
Omega.  The ideas they had for inductee bonding, with 
the semester long project, and also member and officer 


bonding with the 
camping/skiing 


trips were 
valuable.  In the 
past UMD members have gone to a close mountain for the 
college night skiing and snowboarding, and this was 
something we thought about re-instating this year 
(however, the weather did not cooperate).  We benefited 
greatly from the career fair (as one member received an 


internship from that contact!) and we were able to see how the system works.  As always, the 
convention was a great success and we were able to bring valuable ideas back to the chapter. 


C. OTHER 
TShirts 
We finally decided on a design and 
bought PTS T-Shirts this year!  We had a 
design competition and the winner 
received a free T-Shirt.  The quote was 
voted on by the members and inductees 
at a meeting, and we got the T-Shirts in 
time to proudly wear them around 
campus.  This is helping us get our name 
out around the school, and also gives us a 
good shirt to wear for Capture the Flag and Dodgeball next year! 


Awards 
Every spring, the department holds an awards ceremony where 
students are presented with different awards, and some are in 
honor of PTS.  The PTS Memorial Award is presented to the 
senior member who has made outstanding contributions to the 
University.  The PTS Outstanding Service Award is presented to 
the members for outstanding service contributions to the 
chapter.  The PTS Outstanding Sophomore Award goes to the 
sophomores who have attained the highest scholastic average.  The TA award is presented to the 
most helpful TA, voted on by members.  And lastly, the Purple Cam Shaft award is for the 
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faculty member who has made the biggest impact on PTS students (this award is only presented 
at the induction ceremony, not the department ceremony). 


This year’s recipients were: 
PTS Memorial Award—Anne Lederer 
PTS Outstanding Service Award—Molly Donovan and Nicholas Hesser 
PTS Outstanding Sophomore Award—Robert Ide, Michael Jaja, Michael Kelly, Shichao Ou, and 
Jeffery Rappaport 
Purple Cam Shaft Award—Dr. Chandrasekhar Thamire 
TA Award— Andrew Roshwalb 
 
Graduating Seniors 
December 2010 


Aviva Molotsky 
Jeffrey Williams 
Maxwell Keeling 
 
May 2011 


Amy Zhou 
Andrew Trottle 
Anne Lederer 
Ben Stachowiak  
Ben Trettle 
Brian Kwong 
David Berman 
David Eng 
Dusita Khimsuksri 
Erick Alves de Sa 
Jared Leonard 


Jasmine Keene 
Jessica Lieberman 
Jonathan Bueno 
Mary Tellers 
Michael Neuberger 
Peter Phelps 
Rameen Taeb 
Sarah Bingham 
Sarkis Aktavoukian  
Steven Phillips 
Zev Schramm


 
 
New Executive Board & Offices 


Executive Board 


President: Nicholas Hesser 
Senior Vice President: James Wissman 
Junior Vice President: Gregory Barr 
Secretary: Erica Sanker 
Treasurer: Alexander Edgerton 
 
 
 


Officers 


Events Chair: Molly Donovan 
Food Chair: Benjamin Warner 
Fundraising Chair: Scott Denion 
ESC Representative: Mark Mifsud 
Service Chair: Jacob Butcher 
Tutoring Chair: Vighnesh Sachidananda 
Webmaster: Gregory Yu 
Social Chair: Edwin (Ted) Lillie
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A. INITIATIONS  


Recruitment and Requirements 
The Fall 2014 and Spring 2015 inductees underwent the same selection process as 


previously used at Maryland.  The details are as follows: the president receives the contact 
information of the top 25% by GPA of the junior ME class and top 35% of the senior ME class, 
where class status is determined by the number of credits earned. The president invites the potential 
inductees to attend the first general body meeting of that semester, during which the organization, 
objectives, as well as the requirements for joining the Maryland Tau Mu chapter of Pi Tai Sigma 
are explained. 
The requirements are as follows:  


 Obtain a total of 26 signatures: 10 from fellow inductees, 10 from current members or 
officers, 5 from faculty who are members of PTS, and 1 mandatory signature form Dr. 
Peter Sandborn, the faculty advisor.  


 Obtain a minimum of 10 points by participating in PTS sponsored events over the course 
of the semester. Each PTS event is pre-assigned a point value, in general 1 point per event.  
Running events can earn the inductees 1 point per hour worked, and helping out with an 
event earns extra points as well.  


 Pass the Maryland Tau Mu Inductee exam by scoring at least 70%. The exam tests the 
knowledge of basic engineering terms and problems, PTS history, and Maryland Tau Mu 
specifics. Extra credit is awarded for witty and clever answers.  


 Pay the induction fee of $70.  
 Attend all general body meetings as well as the induction ceremony. 


Ceremony 
At the induction, the president and senior VP sit behind a desk illuminated by three candles 


with the PTS banner in front of them. Also on display are framed pictures of the PTS crest and 
key. The current members and officers sit in the room with the front row vacant. The lights are 
dimmed. The inductees who have fulfilled all the requirements are lined up just outside the room. 
Each enters the darkened room, approaches the desk, and says his/her full name. Then he/she takes 
a seat in the front row, facing the desk.  


Once all the initiates are seated and the door is closed, and the ceremony begins. The 
president and senior VP follow the verbal proceedings as detailed in the Pi Tau Sigma Chapter 
Manual. Once the proceedings are done, one by one the inductees sign their names in the Maryland 
Tau Mu member registry and learn the secret handshake from the president.  
 


Celebration 
The lights are switched back on, the president congratulates the inductees on their induction 


as members, and the crowd applauds.  Food and drinks from Chipotle are served, and new and old 
members mingle. The stoles are then passed out to graduating seniors, and we continue to relax as 
the ceremony usually occurs just a few days before exams begin. 


In the fall, the ceremony would have officially ended at this point and members are free to 
leave whenever they want. However, in the spring, there is an award voting and elections are held 
for every officer position. The Purple Cam Shaft is voted on by all members. The Purple Cam 
Shaft is meant for a faculty member who is dedicated to the students, helpful, and all around 
impressive.  Elections then follow, and are done quite informally, with the president conducting 
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the proceedings. Each position is called, the previous holder gives a brief explanation of the duties, 
perks and challenges of the relevant office, and individuals are nominated by themselves or by 
anyone else. Nominees then give a short speech about why they are the best candidate for the 
position and are escorted outside the hall once they have all spoken. The president calls for a vote 
by a show of hands.  The winner is determined and the president exits the hall to congratulate 
him/her. The process repeats itself until all positions are filled. The ceremony is then concluded. 
 
 
B. ACTIVITIES 


Meetings 
There are monthly 


meetings held for inductees, 
members, and officers on 
Wednesday nights throughout the 
semester.  These meetings are run 
by the president and about 30 
people attend each meeting. This 
year, the meetings were held in a 
ME conference room, and the 
president would write the 
upcoming events and dates on a 
white board as shown in Figure 1.  
The main lead for each event 
would then give a brief update of 
how things were moving along, ask 
for more volunteers, and set up outside meeting times if necessary. 


The meetings were also a time for members and inductees to vote on chapter matters.  This 
included voting for dates of activities, Award recipients, and other activities.  It also gives people 
a chance to ask questions and volunteer for activities. This is also the time for the president to 
check up on the inductees to see how their progress with the requirements is going, and to direct 
them to other members if they need help.  At the end of every meeting, we enjoy some nice hot 
pizza provided by our Logistics Chair, and we have a chance to take a mid-week break and relax 
with friends. 
 
 
Professional Events 


GE Aviation Information Session 
GE Aviation held an information session with them in the fall.  The fall information session 


was co-hosted with the MD chapter of American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and Sigma Gamma Tau, the national Aerospace honor 
society. The event included a presentation on the internship experience at GE Aviation by Vivek 
Kuppusamy, Steve Schrantz, and Sajjad Husain. Approximately 60 students from varying majors 
and years attended this event, and after the presentation and Q&A session, students were 
encouraged to enjoy food and to leave their resumes with the recruiters. 


Figure 1. Upcoming Events on Whiteboard 
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Graduate School Workshop 


The mechanical 
engineering department once again 
sponsored a Graduate School 
Workshop which is organized and 
advertised by Pi Tau Sigma. Flyer 
of the event is in Figure 2. It was 
chance to learn about the Gradate 
school application and admission 
process, explore options and 
benefits. Also we had different 
faculty, so it gave students the 
ability to network. The information 
session was a success and there 
were about 40 students from 
mechanical engineering.  


 
 
 
Systems Engineering Program Graduate School Information Session 


Dr. John E. MacCarthy, Director of the Systems 
Engineering Program at University of Maryland shown in Figure 
3. He came and gave a very informative presentation on the 
graduate school opportunities.  He described his research, career 
path and how he ended up in systems engineering and what 
systems engineering is. He was able to answer many questions 
student had about systems engineering. He also provided 
refreshments for everyone that came to the information session. 
We had a group of 20 students show up to learn about graduate 
school in general, and what systems engineering is all about.  
 
 


Service Events 
 
Pinewood Derby Cars and Track with Local Girl Scouts Troop  


The Girl Scout pinewood derby project is to introduce STEM fields to girls at an early age. 
A local low income Girl Scout wanted to help building cars and a track. We were able to use some 
of the Exxon funding to help finance the project. It was a large project and started in early fall and 
ran through early spring. We meet with the troop on multiple Fridays to work on the cars and track. 
The project started with designing, modeling and building individual cars. The finished cars are 
shown in Figure 4. Then we worked with the Girl Scouts to design and build the track as shown in 
Figure 5. Then the Girl Scouts were able to invite other troops in the area to host a competition 
using the track and cars we helped with as shown in Figure 6. 


 
 


Figure 2. Graduate School Workshop Event Flyer


Figure 3. Dr. MacCarthy 
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Figure 4. Finished Pinewood Derby Cars 


Figure 5. PTS Track Construction Team 


Figure 6. Track at Competition 
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First Annual Mechanical Engineering Scholarship Golf Tournament 
This event was organized by Pi Tau Sigma, and the department to help more students 


pursue an education in the department. All the money raised went to scholarships in the department. 
The brochure for the event is below and the website is http://www.enme.umd.edu/events/golf-
tournament. The brochure and the website banner is shown in Figure 7. The department was able 
to finance the initial cost of holding the tournament. PTS planned and organized the tournament 
with help from the Business Office and the External Affairs Office. We were also able to reach 
out to companies for sponsorship at the tournament as shown in Figure 8. The twelve players that 
signed up had fun as shown in Figure 9 & 10 and hope to come back next year. We awarded 
winners for the longest drive, and also 1st, 2nd, 3rd place as shown in Figure 11. With the 
participation in the tournament from players and sponsors we were able to raise about $4500 
directly for scholarships to mechanical engineering students in need. 
 


 
 


  
Figure 7. Website Banner and Golf Brochure  
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Figure 8. Player Teeing Off on Hole Sponsored by Neilom Foundation 


 


  
Figure 9. Player about to Tee Off over Water Obstacle  
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Figure 10. Golfer Lining Up Putt before Attempting It 


 


 
Figure 11. Ben Amber is awarded Longest Drive Winner by PTS President Parth Kathrotiya 
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Social Events 


Engineering Student Council Dodgeball Tournament  
PTS showed its athletic ability at the Engineering Student Council Dodgeball Tournament 


this year.  Our team put up a good fight, but unfortunately we did not make it to the finals.  We 
did, however, enjoy the pizza, and we also had a good time mingling with the other societies that 
had teams. 
 
Cookout & Picnic  


PTS had an end of year picnic and cookout. It was a chance for graduating seniors to hang 
out and for new members to strength bonds. It was held on a Sunday, so everyone could come out 
and enjoy. We fired up the coal grill and made food and played games. We had a friendly 
tournament of cornhole and played catch with a frisbee. 
 
 


Department & School Events 


Career Paths Presentations 
At UMD, there is a career paths class that sophomores and juniors take to learn about the 


career opportunities and activities in mechanical engineering. The student organization leaders 
give presentations in this class, and this year Pi Tau Sigma was part of this group, which helped 
recruit some new members who were thinking about accepting our invitation. 
 
ESC Meetings 


The Engineering Student Council (ESC) holds monthly meetings that give the societies the 
opportunity to announce any activities they have coming up, sign up to sell food in the lobby, and 
to discuss any important matters.  These meetings usually provide the leaders from the different 
societies within the engineering school a chance to collaborate and pair up with others to host 
events. 
 
 


Fundraising Events 
 
Food Sales 


This year we sold hot dogs, chips, and soda outside the main lobby in the engineering 
building during lunch time. We ended up raising enough money to offset some of our expenses 
throughout the year, and more importantly, we get our name out in the school.   
 
Company Sponsorship 


We applied for a donation from ExxonMobil and we received $500 to help subsidize cost 
to build pinewood derby cars and the race track for the girl scouts, aid in holding the tournament 
and convention costs for the traveling members.   
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Convention 
We had one member attend 


the wonderful convention at the 
University of Illinois in Urbana-
Champaign for the centennial 
celebration. We were once again 
given a few ideas for how to better 
our Chapter. Since we could only 
send one member, we decided that 
the new tradition would be to send 
a member that would be a part of 
the executive board the following 
year. This would allow for the 
ideas to have direct 
implementation and have a longer 
lead up time to put them in place. 
We were able to send out treasurer 
for next year, Sarah, who is shown 
in Figure 12 at the convention. As 
always, the convention was a great success and we were able to bring valuable ideas back to the 
chapter. 
 
 
C. OTHER 
 
Awards 


Every spring, the 
department holds an awards 
ceremony where students are 
presented with different awards, 
and some are in honor of PTS.  The 
PTS Memorial Award is presented 
to the senior member who has 
made outstanding contributions to 
the University.  The PTS 
Outstanding Service Award is 
presented to the members for 
outstanding service contributions 
to the chapter.  The PTS 
Outstanding Sophomore Award 
goes to the sophomores who have 
attained the highest scholastic 
average. And lastly, the Purple 
Cam Shaft award is for the faculty 
member who has made the biggest 
impact on PTS students. The picture shows the Purple Cam Shaft Award in Figure 13. 


Figure 12. PTS Tau Mu Member at National Convention 


Figure 13. Dr. Zhang is awarded Purple Cam Shaft by 
PTS President Parth Kathrotiya 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2018-2019 


Maryland Tau Mu Chapter 


A. Initiations 


At the beginning of each semester, a list of inductees is formed by the advisors for the 
Mechanical Engineering Department. The list is formed for the top 25% of the Junior Class and 
Senior Class, and the top 35% of the Graduate Class. These inductees are contacted to attend the 
first General Body Meeting and sent the inductee form. Before initiation into the Tau Mu 
Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, each inductee must complete all of the following requirements: 


1. Attend all general body meetings 
2. Obtain 10 signatures of Pi Tau Sigma Members, 5 signatures of Pi Tau Sigma 


Faculty, 1 Signature of the Pi Tau Sigma Advisor (Dr. Sandborn), and 10 signatures 
(depending on induction class size) of Pi Tau Sigma Inductees. 


3. Attend 3 professional events and 2 social events sponsored by Pi Tau Sigma or 
approved by the Pi Tau Sigma Executive Board. Examples of Professional events 
include: 


● Fall or Spring Engineering Career Fair 
● Pi Tau Sigma Faculty Talk 
● Engineering Firm Information Session 


Example of Social events include: 


● Game Night 
● Scheduling Night 


4. Pass the Inductee Exam. 
5. Payment of $65 in dues to treasurer at initiation 
6. Attend initiation ceremony. 


The first 3 requirements must be completed by the induction ceremony of the semester in 
order to be inducted. On the induction night, the inductees will take the inductee exam during the 
first hour. The second hour is the initiation ceremony. Following the initiation ceremony, the 
new members eat dinner and socialize with the old members. This year, two initiations were held 
on November 28, 2018, and May 2, 2019. Seventeen inductees were initiated in November, and 
two inductees were initiated in May. 


      


 


 


 


  







B. Chapter Activities 


 This year, our chapter had a variety of events under 2 main categories: Social and 
Professional. Here is some information about the specific events. 


1. Social 
a. Board Game Night (October 1st, 2018): 


i. Free food like pizza and ice cream alongside fun board games were 
brought together in a bonding experience for both members and 
initiates. 


b. Ice Cream Social (October 22nd, 2018): 
i. Members were invited to the Pi Tau Sigma study room to enjoy ice 


cream. The event was held early in the semester to serve as a first 
opportunity to meet other members. 


c. Movie Night (November 8th, 2018): 
i. Members and Initiates came together to watch a movie and have free 


popcorn and sodas together. 
d. First Look General Body Meetings (Fall and Spring): 


i. These events were held at the beginning of the semester to preview the 
upcoming semester and explain Pi Tau Sigma to potential inductees. 


e. Video Game Night (March 14th, 2019): 
i. Members and Initiates brought their video game consoles and 


controllers and hosted a small tournament. Pizza was served as well. 
This event was meant to bring members together for a fun time. 


f. Trivia Tournament (April 3rd, 2019): 
i. This was a combined professional-social event where the Mechanical 


Engineering Department spoke about graduate school opportunities. 
This was followed by a generic trivia contest. 


g. Ice Skating (April 19th, 2019): 
i. Members and Initiates went out to the skating rink for a fun way to 


cool off after midterms.  
2. Professional 


a. NAVAIR Company Presentation (October 16th, 2018): 
i. NAVAIR recruiters and engineers presented prior to the fall career 


fair. 
b. Dr. McCluskey Presentation on Reliability Engineering (November 19th, 


2018) 
i. Dr. McCluskey presented on his research in the field of reliability 


engineering and importance of understanding material science to 
mechanical engineers. 


c. Dr. Sandborn Presentation on  (Spring): 
i. Faculty Advisor, Dr. Sandborn, gave a talk on Technology 


Obsolescence and its effect on engineering design. 
d. Dr. Sandborn Presentation on  (Fall): 







i. Faculty Advisor, Dr. Sandborn, gave a talk on Engineering Decision 
Making and the importance of planning for part failure. 


e. Dr. Thamire’s Presentation (March 4th, 2019) 
i. Dr. Thamire presented on his research for current members and 


initiates so they could learn about the type of work done by our 
mechanical engineering professors. 


3. Specialty Events 
a. Initiation (Fall and Spring): 


i. Initiation was held twice this year and election of new board members 
occurred in the spring, as well as the presentation of 3 awards, 2 to 
outstanding students and 1 to an outstanding faculty member. 


b. Mechanical Engineering Department Scholarship Fundraising Golf 
Tournament (Spring):  


i. The chapter hosts a golf tournament each year to raise money for the 
Mechanical Engineering Department. We reach out to different 
companies to sponsor the event and attend with their own team. In 
addition, the department sponsors one student team. 


C. Other Information 


 This semester the Tau Mu Chapter continued using the restructured active membership 
tracking system. The system helped combat struggles with attendance by lowering the cost of 
cords and stoles for graduating members that attended more events. Additionally, this year the 
Tau Mu Chapter began planning for a transfer student mentoring program that would help guide 
the approximately 50 transfer students that the UMD Mechanical Engineering department 
receives annually. This mentoring program will serve to help keep members engaged while also 
providing much needed assistance to an often overlooked portion of our class. 


 


 








Pi   Tau   Sigma   Annual   Chapter   Report  
2019-2020  


Maryland   Tau   Mu   Chapter  
 
A. Initiations  


Procedures   and   Requirements  
At   the   beginning   of   each   semester,   a   list   of   inductees   is   formed   by   the   advisors   for  


the   Mechanical   Engineering   Department.   The   list   is   formed   for   the   top   25%   of   the   Junior  
Class   and   Senior   Class,   and   the   top   25%   of   the   Graduate   Class.   These   inductees   are  
contacted   to   attend   an   information   session   and   sent   the   inductee   form.   Before   initiation  
into   the   Tau   Mu   Chapter   of   Pi   Tau   Sigma,   each   inductee   must   complete   all   of   the  
following   requirements:  


1.  Attend   an   information   session   on   one   of   the   dates   specified  
2.  Obtain   10   signatures   of   Pi   Tau   Sigma   Members,   5   signatures   of   Pi   Tau   Sigma  


Faculty,   1   Signature   of   the   Pi   Tau   Sigma   Advisor   (Dr.   Sandborn),   and   10  
signatures   (depending   on   induction   class   size)   of   Pi   Tau   Sigma   Inductees.  


3.  Attend   3   professional   events   and   2   social   events   sponsored   by   Pi   Tau   Sigma   or  
approved   by   the   Pi   Tau   Sigma   Executive   Board.   Examples   of   Professional   events  
include   attending   a   career   fair,   an   employer   information   session,   or   a   lecture   given  
by   a   faculty   member.   Examples   of   a   social   event   include   a   game   night,   movie  
night,   or   ice   cream   social.   


4.  Pass   the   Inductee   Exam.  
5.  Payment   of   $65   in   dues   to   treasurer   at   initiation  
6.  Attend   an   initiation   ceremony.  


Fall   Initiation  


In   the   Fall   2019   semester,   the   Maryland   Tau   Mu   chapter   inducted   8   new  
members.   The   ceremony   was   held   on   November   20,   2019.   The   initiation   followed   the  
chapter’s   standard   procedures.   Upon   arriving,   the   initiates   must   take   and   pass   the  
Inductee   Exam,   which   covers   content   on   the   history   of   the   organization   and   some   basic  
engineering   problems.   Following   the   exam,   the   chapter   holds   the   ceremony   and   a  
celebration   dinner.   







 


Fall   2019   Inductees Fall   2019   Inductees   with   Board   Members  


Spring   Initiation  


The   Spring   2020   initiation   procedures   varied   from   the   standard   procedures   due   to  
the   effects   of   COVID-19   and   the   shift   to   online   learning.   The   requirements   were  
adjusted,   reducing   the   number   of   required   events   to   three.   The   signature   requirement   was  
also   changed,   instead   requiring   all   inductees   to   do   a   virtual   mentor   interview   with   a  
current   member.   The   exam,   usually   taken   in   person   on   the   day   of   the   ceremony,   was  
shifted   to   an   online   open-note   exam   taken   in   the   week   before   the   ceremony.   Finally,   the  
ceremony   was   held   on   Zoom,   inducting   18   new   members   to   the   chapter.   


 


     Main   Ceremony   Screenshot         Makeup   Ceremony   Screenshot  


B. Chapter   Activities  
Fall   2019   Semester  


In   the   fall   semester,   the   chapter   held   4   different   types   of   events:   professional  
events,   social   events,   induction   events,   and   mentor   events   for   transfer   students.   More  
details   about   the   new   mentor   program   can   be   found   in   section   C   of   this   report.   


1. Professional   events   were   open   to   all   members,   inductees,   and   transfer   student  
mentees.   A   list   of   the   Fall   2019   professional   events   is   below.   







a. Career   Fair   Workshop   and   Resume   Critique   (9/16)   -   This   event   was   in  
partnership   with   the   Engineering   Career   Services   Office.   A   representative  
from   the   office   attended   to   present   a   workshop   to   prepare   students   for   the  
upcoming   career   fair.  


b. GE   Personal   Branding   Workshop   (10/2)   -   This   event   was   sponsored   by  
GE   and   was   a   joint   event   with   many   other   engineering   student  
organizations   including   ASME   and   SHPE.  


c. Key   Tech   Information   Session   (10/9)   -   This   event   was   an   information  
session   about   opportunities   to   work   at   Key   Tech,   a   medical   device  
consultant   company.   


d. NASA   Hubble   Space   Telescope   Talk   (10/28)   -   This   event   was   a   lecture   by  
an   engineer   and   University   of   Maryland   graduate   who   worked   on   the  
Hubble   Space   Telescope.   


e. Lecture   by   Dr.   Baz   (11/6)   -   This   was   a   lecture   given   by   a   member   of   the  
department   faculty   about   his   research.  


f. Dr.   Sandborn   Lecture   (11/14)   -   This   was   a   lecture   given   by   our   chapter  
advisor   and   faculty   member   about   his   research.  


2. Social   events   were   open   to   all   members,   inductees,   and   transfer   student   mentees.  
A   list   of   Fall   2019   social   events   is   below.   


a. Ice   Cream   Social   (9/24)   -   This   event   was   held   over   several   hours   in   the  
lounge   during   the   day   so   that   students   could   stop   in   between   classes   to   talk  
to   members   and   spend   some   time   in   the   lounge.   


b. Movie   Night,   Toy   Story   4   (10/3)   -   This   event   was   held   at   the   movie  
theater   on   campus.   Members   and   inductees   met   to   get   dinner   in   the   food  
court   before   attending   the   movie   screening   together.   


c. Mechanical   vs.   Civil   Engineering   Kickball   Game   (10/25)   -   This   event   was  
hosted   along   with   our   student   sections   of   ASME,   ASCE,   and   Chi   Epsilon.  
Students   from   both   majors   attended,   as   well   as   some   faculty   members   to  
play.  


d. Game   Night   (11/7)   -   This   event   was   a   game   night   for   members   to   bring  
and   play   board   games   in   the   lounge.   


e. Ice   Skating   (11/9)   -   Along   with   the   student   section   of   ASME,   members  
were   invited   to   go   ice   skating   at   a   rink   near   campus.  


3. Induction   events   were   events   that   counted   as   points   or   requirements   specifically  
for   students   meeting   the   new   membership   requirements.  


a. Inductee   Information   Session   (9/12)   -   This   event   was   a   requirement   for  
new   inductees   to   learn   about   the   process   and   requirements   for   joining   the  
organization.  







b. Career   Fair   (9/17-9/19)   -   Inductees   were   allowed   to   attend   the   campus  
career   fair   and   submit   a   photo   of   themselves   in   attendance   to   count   as   a  
professional   point.   


c. Ceremony   and   Elections   (11/20)   -   This   was   a   required   event   for   inductees  
to   take   the   exam   and   participate   in   the   ceremony.   After   the   ceremony,   food  
was   provided   for   a   celebration   and   elections   were   held   for   an   open  
position   on   the   executive   board.   


4. Mentor   program   events   were   events   open   to   members   and   their   transfer   students  
mentees.   In   addition   to   these   events,   which   were   specifically   for   the   mentor   and  
mentee   pairings,   the   transfer   students   were   invited   to   some   of   the   chapter’s   social  
and   professional   events,   as   well.  


a. Transfer   Student   Welcome   Kickoff   Event   (9/11)   -   This   event   was   designed  
to   allow   members   to   meet   their   new   mentees.   Food   was   provided   and  
representatives   from   all   of   the   engineering   student   organizations   were  
invited   to   talk   to   the   new   transfer   students   about   ways   they   could   get  
involved.   


b. Study   Night   (12/2)   -   This   was   a   wrap-up   event   for   the   mentor   program.  
Students   were   invited   to   come   to   the   lounge   to   study   with   classmates   and  
get   advice   for   upcoming   exams.   


Spring   2020   Semester  
In   the   fall   semester,   the   chapter   held   4   different   types   of   events:   professional  


events,   social   events,   induction   events,   and   departmental   involvement   events.   Many   of  
these   events   were   changed   or   cancelled   due   to   the   effects   of   COVID-19.   All   planned   and  
held   events   are   listed   here,   with   explanations   of   any   changes   made   to   the   event   format.   


1. Professional   events   were   open   to   all   members   and   inductees.   A   list   of   the   Spring  
2020   professional   events   is   below.   


a. Career   Fair   Prep   and   Resume   Workshop   (2/13)   -   This   event   was   a  
workshop   led   by   students   to   give   advice   for   attending   the   career   fair   and   to  
workshop   resumes.   


b. Alumni   Presentation   (3/5)   -   This   event   was   a   presentation   given   by   a  
University   of   Maryland   graduate   on   his   experience   in   his   career   and  
advice   for   current   students.   


c. Virtual   Dr.   Sandborn   Lecture   (11/14)   -   This   was   a   lecture   given   over  
Zoom   by   our   chapter   advisor   and   faculty   member   about   his   research   on  
technology   obsolescence.  


d. Virtual   Engineering   Open   Forum   (4/16,   4/21)   -   This   was   a   virtual   event  
hosted   by   the   California   State   Polytechnic   University's   chapter   of   Pi   Tau  
Sigma,   and   open   to   other   chapters,   to   ask   engineers   questions   about   their  
careers   in   various   industries.   







2. Social   events   were   open   to   all   members   and   inductees.   A   list   of   Spring   2020  
social   events   is   below.   


a. Game   Night   (2/26)   -   This   event   was   a   game   night   for   members   to   bring  
and   play   board   games   in   the   lounge.   


b. Movie   Night,   Parasite   (2/27)   -   This   event   was   held   at   the   movie   theater   on  
campus.   Members   and   inductees   met   to   eat   dinner   in   the   food   court   before  
attending   the   movie   screening   together.   


c. Paint   Night   (3/4)   -   This   event   was   held   jointly   with   the   chapters   of   Tau  
Beta   Pi   and   Sigma   Gamma   Tau.   Painting   supplies   were   provided   for  
students   and   they   were   able   to   meet   members   of   other   engineering   honor  
societies.   


d. Virtual   Game   Night   (4/9)   -   This   event   was   held   virtually   after   the   switch  
to   online   classes.   Students   participated   in   a   virtual   call   while   playing  
online   versions   of   board   games   together.   


3. Induction   events   were   events   that   counted   as   points   or   requirements   specifically  
for   students   meeting   the   new   membership   requirements.  


a. Information   Sessions   (2/11,   2/12)   -   Two   information   sessions   were   held  
for   potential   members   to   introduce   them   to   the   membership   requirements.  
Inductees   were   required   to   attend   one   of   these   information   sessions   or  
notify   the   president   if   they   were   unable   to   attend.   


b. Career   Fair   (2/18-2/20)   -   Inductees   were   allowed   to   attend   the   campus  
career   fair   and   submit   a   photo   of   themselves   in   attendance   to   count   as   a  
professional   point.   


c. Virtual   Member   Call   (4/20-4/28)   -   Inductees   were   paired   with   an   active  
member   and   were   required   to   complete   a   virtual   interview.   For   inductees,  
this   fulfilled   the   previous   signature   requirements.   For   members,   this  
fulfilled   the   Departmental   Involvement   requirement   for   those   who   were  
unable   to   meet   it   with   in   person   events   earlier   in   the   semester.   


d. Virtual   Initiation   Ceremony   (4/29,   4/30)   -   A   virtual   version   of   the  
ceremony   was   held   on   Zoom,   with   a   make-up   ceremony   the   following  
day.  


4. Departmental   Involvement   events   were   a   part   of   the   active   membership  
requirements   for   returning   members.   Students   were   given   several   options   and  
were   required   to   participate   in   at   least   one   to   maintain   active   member   status.   This  
requirement   was   eventually   changed   due   to   many   of   the   events   being   cancelled.  


a. Alumni   Cup   (2/15-2/21)   -   Alumni   Cup   is   a   Rube-Goldberg   design  
competition   held   by   the   engineering   school   every   year   and   each  
engineering   department   competes.   Members   were   invited   to   help   the  
mechanical   engineering   team   on   at   least   one   design   or   build   day  







throughout   the   week   to   meet   this   requirement.   Many   members   attended  
and   the   mechanical   engineering   team   placed   2nd   in   the   competition.  


b. Department   Golf   Tournament   -   Every   spring,   the   Department   of  
Mechanical   Engineering   hosts   a   golf   tournament   fundraiser   and   members  
of   Pi   Tau   Sigma   assist   throughout   the   day.   This   event   was   cancelled   in  
Spring   2020.  


c. Maryland   Day   -   Every   year,   the   campus   hosts   a   major   event   where   all  
departments,   organizations,   and   groups   on   campus   have   booths   for  
students,   families,   and   any   other   members   of   the   community   to   have   fun  
and   learn   about   the   campus.   Members   would   have   participated   by  
volunteering   at   the   Department   of   Mechanical   Engineering   booth,   but   the  
event   was   cancelled   for   Spring   2020.   


 
C. Other  


Restructuring   Organization  
One   of   the   primary   goals   for   this   year   was   to   create   a   solid   foundation   for  


increasing   the   active   membership   of   current   members.   This   was   done   by   presenting  
members   with   a   list   of   active   member   requirements   for   the   upcoming   semester   and  
requiring   members   to   state   whether   they   plan   on   being   active.   This   also   included   setting  
incentives   to   be   active,   including   t-shirts,   eligibility   to   run   for   board,   and   discounted  
graduation   regalia   for   seniors.   This   effort   was   very   successful   and   led   to   many   more  
members   maintaining   active   status   and   participating   in   events   and   a   large   majority   of  
members   decided   to   meet   the   active   member   requirements.   


In   the   spring,   these   requirements   needed   to   be   adjusted   to   account   for   the   switch  
to   online   learning.   Despite   the   obstacles,   the   members   still   participated   fully,   attending  
the   required   virtual   events   and   maintaining   communication   with   the   organization.  
 
Mentor   Program  


In   the   Fall   2019   semester,   the   chapter   implemented   the   first   semester   of   the  
Mechanical   Engineering   Transfer   Student   Mentor   Program.   This   program   was   created   by  
the   Pi   Tau   Sigma   chapter   board   and   department   faculty   to   partner   incoming   transfer  
students   to   the   department   with   members   of   Pi   Tau   Sigma.   The   chapter   invited   the  
transfer   students   to   some   events   so   that   they   can   get   to   know   other   students   in   their  
classes   and   become   more   familiar   with   the   resources   they   have   on   campus.  
Approximately   half   of   the   incoming   transfer   students   participated   in   the   program   and   all  
active   members   of   the   chapter   were   required   to   sign   up   for   a   mentor   or   attend   events   with  
the   students.   The   program   was   successful   and   will   be   continued   and   expanded   in   the   Fall  
2020   semester.  


 







Departmental   Involvement  
In   the   Spring   2020   semester,   the   chapter   wanted   to   maintain   the   strong  


relationship   it   had   built   with   department   leadership   while   working   on   the   mentor  
program.   As   a   result,   the   board   created   a   requirement   for   active   members   to   participate   in  
at   least   one   event   that   was   run   or   sponsored   by   the   department.   There   were   three   main  
events   as   options,   which   are   described   in   Section   B.   Although   only   one   of   these   events  
was   able   to   fully   take   place,   there   was   very   high   member   participation   in   that   event,  
along   with   a   large   number   of   students   who   signed   up   for   the   other   events   before   they  
were   cancelled.   This   initiative   to   keep   members   active   in   department   activities   will  
continue   to   be   a   major   part   of   future   semesters.   


 
 
  








Maryland Tau Mu 
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 


Chartered April 14, 1956.  Number 61. 
 Goals for 2007-2008 


The goals of the Tau Mu chapter for the 2007-2008 
school year are to increase Pi Tau Sigma 
involvement in campus and community activities.  
The chapter also plans to increase membership 
rates and promote the professional development of 
all members.  


Activities  
In the fall semester, the Tau Mu chapter was 
involved in many community service activities.  
The chapter worked with the many other 
organizations to plant trees by a local watershed in 
order to help reduce erosion.  The chapter also 
worked with Habitat for Humanity, and 
organization that works to improve the lives of 
people in poverty.  The members helped fix up 
houses in a low income community.  This event 
took place in both the Fall 2007 and Spring 2008 
semesters. 
 
The chapter held movie night with the local ASME 
chapter.  This event allowed for fellow engineers 
and friends to take a break from their school work 
and relax while watching newly released movies. 
 
In the spring semester, The Tau Mu chapter 
attended the National Convention at Purdue 
University. 
 
The Tau Mu chapter worked along side the local 
ASME chapter to participate in the Maryland Day 
design challenge.  Maryland Day is an event held 
by the University of Maryland that showcases the 
different majors throughout the campus.  Maryland 
Day has a themed competition between the 
engineering organizations in which each 
organization design something using the skills of 
their field specifically.  The final designs are 
judged and a winner is chosen.  This years theme 
was Mythbusters.  The Tau Mu chapter and ASME 
designed an apparatus to demonstrate how a 
granular substance acts almost as a liquid when air 
is blown through it and as a solid when the air is 
not being blown.  Our design did not prevail, but 
the chapter has plans to compete again next year. 
 
The chapter participated in the Relay for Life event 
held on campus.  This is an American Cancer 
Society event which raises money for cancer 
research and to help cancer patients who cannot 
afford their treatment.  The Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Mu 
chapter team raised $300 which was donated to the 
American Cancer Society. 


 
Graduates   


Kevin Brilhart – Accenture, Reston, VA 
Benjamin Bacon – Plans uknown 
Christopher Barrow – Plans unknown 
Fred Dimpfel – Plans unkown 
Andy Eisold – Plans unknown 
Eli Goldstein – Plans unknown 
Aleksandr Gorbashev – Plans unknown 
Elizabeth Henningsgaard – Plans unknown 
Joseph Kelleher – Plans unknown 
Rachel Kerzner – Plans unknown 
Mai Le – Pursing Master Degree at Stanford 
Alba Mateo – Flowserve, Taneytown, MD 
David Morse – Plans unknown 
Mohamed Nefatni – Plans unknown 
Colin O’Haver – Plans unknown 
Bredned O’Leary – Plan unknown 
Cory Oppenheimer – Manganaro Midatlantic 
Vasanthi Raghavan – Where he/she is going 
Matthew Sammons – ATK Sapace Systems 
Nicholas Scialli - Plans unknown 
Catie Wienke – Pursuing Master Degree at Layola 


Maryland 
Carol Wong – Hughes Associates, Baltimore, MD 


Awards & Recognition 
Dr. Hugh Bruck – Fall 20007 Faculty/Staff 


Appreciation Award.  This award is presented to 
a faculty member who has excellent dedication 
and contributions to teaching to undergraduate 
students. 


Phil Knowls – Fall 2007 Teaching Assistant 
Appreciation Award.  This award is presented to 
a teaching assistant who has excellent dedication 
and contributions to teaching undergraduate 
students. 


Dr. Munther Hassouneh – Spring 2008 
Faculty/Staff Appreciation Award.  This award 
is presented to a faculty member who has 
excellent dedication and contributions to 
teaching to undergraduate students. 


Nikolas Beratlis – Spring 2008 Teaching Assistant 
Appreciation Award.  This award is presented to 
a teaching assistant who has excellent dedication 
and contributions to teaching undergraduate 
students. 


Tien Mo Shih – Purple Camshaft Award.  The 
Purple Camshaft is awarded annually to a 
professor who offers a challenging course from 
which students can benefit from. 


Names of New Members   
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Chris Barrow Josh Berndt 
Andrew Bratten Chris Colvin 
Fred Dimpfel Andy Eisold 
Courtney Laigle Jackelyn Lopez 
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Kevin Marchese Horacio Nachetto 
Kyle North Cory Openheimer 
Jessica Rajkowski Andrew Roshwalb 
Elias Zeilah Bizhan Zhumagali 


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Chris Caruso Charlie Choe 
Mahdi Eydgahi Paul Hadfield 
Andrew Lisiewski Dinesh Mahadeo 
Alex McCoy Colin O’Haver 
Jake Osman Peter Phelps 
Michael Siemann Ryan Tarleton 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
The transfer of responsibilities occurred at eh end 
of the spring semester shortly after the spring 
induction.  The role of each executive board 
member was discussed between the outgoing and 
incoming officers.  Plans that the old executive 
members wished to continue, such as Habitat for 
Humanity and Relay for Life, were continued by 
the new executive board.   


Plans for 2008-2009 
The Tau Mu chapter plans to continue working 
towards the growth and development of the chapter 
and its members during the 2008-2009 academic 
year.  The chapter plans to continue increasing 
involvement in campus activities.  The chapter 
hopes to develop a plan for tutoring or offering 
help to undergraduate students especially freshman 
and sophomores who are struggling with their 
classes.  The chapter also plans to continue to 
improve membership rates. 
 
The chapter would like to work on building more 
relationships engineering corporations so that 
companies could hold information sessions to 
allow Tau Mu members a chance to talk to and 
network with potential employers.   
 
The chapter plans to attend the National 
Convention with hopes that there will be enough 
funding for more members to be able to come and 
partake in the experience. 


Chapter Officers  
President Kevin Brilhart 
Vice President Catie Wienke 
Treasurer Carol Wong 
Secretary Elizabeth Henningsgaard 
Social Chair Ben Bacon 
Fundraising Chair Allen Jones 
Events Chair Mai Le 


Chapter Advisor   
Dr. Jungho Kim 


Contact information   
http://www.eng.umd.edu/organizations/pts/ 


Reporter 
Courtney Laigle 
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A. Initiations  
  


 


Recruitment and Requirements  
The Fall 2012 and Spring 2013 inductees underwent the same selection process as 


previously used at the University of Maryland. The details are as follows: the president 


requests and receives the contact information of the top 25% by GPA of the junior ME 


class and top 35% of the senior ME class from the Assistant Director of Undergraduate 


Studies. The number of credits earned determines class status. The president invites the 


potential inductees to attend the first general body meeting of that semester, during which 


the organization, objectives, as well as the requirements for joining the Maryland Tau Mu 


chapter of Pi Tau Sigma are explained.  
  


 
The requirements, as they have been is the past, are as follows: 


 Obtain a total of 26 signatures: 10 from fellow inductees, 10 from current 
members or officers, 5 from faculty who are members of PTS, and 1 
mandatory signature form Dr. Peter Sandborn, the faculty advisor.  


• Obtain a minimum of 10 points by participating in PTS sponsored events 
over the course of the semester. Each PTS event is pre-assigned a point 
value, in general 1 point per event. Running events can earn the inductees 
1 point per hour worked, with a maximum of 4 points/event, and helping out 
with an event (i.e. posting flyers) earns extra points as well. The events are 
described in the activities section.   


• Pass the Maryland Tau Mu Inductee exam by scoring at least 70%. The exam tests 


the knowledge of basic engineering terms and problems, PTS history, and 


Maryland Tau Mu specifics. Extra credit is awarded for witty and clever answers.   
• Polish the bronze PTS key by oneself. The inductee who best polishes 


theirs gets their induction fee waived.  
• Pay the induction fee of $60.  
• Attend all general body meetings as well as the induction ceremony.  







Ceremony  
At the induction, the president and senior VP sit behind a desk illuminated by two 


candles with the PTS banner in front of them. Also on display are framed pictures of 


the PTS crest and key. The current members and officers, usually around 20 people, 


sit in the room with the front row vacant. The faculty advisor sits on the far left of the 


room. The lights are turned off, allowing the room to be light only by the candles and 


the low ambient light through the frosted glass windows. The inductees who have 


fulfilled all the requirements are lined up just outside the door by one of the officers. 


Each gets their picture taken, enters the darkened room, approaches the desk, and 


says his/her full name. Then he/she takes a seat in the front row, facing the desk. 
 
Once all the initiates are seated and the treasurer shuts the door, the ceremony 
begins. The president and senior VP follow the verbal proceedings as detailed in 
the 2004 Pi Tau Sigma Chapter Manual. Once the proceedings are done, one by 
one the inductees sign their names in the Maryland Tau Mu member registry and 
learn the secret handshake from the president.  
  
 


 


Celebration  
The secretary switches the lights back on, the president congratulates the inductees on 


their induction as members, and the crowd applauds. Food and drinks from Chipotle are 


served, and new and old members mingle. During this, each induction class poses for a 


picture with the banner. Stoles and chords are passed out to graduating seniors and 


certificates and membership cards are presented to other members. 
 
In the fall, the ceremony would have officially ended at this point and members are free to 


leave whenever they want. However, in the spring, there is an award presentation and 


elections are held for every officer position. The Purple Cam Shaft is presented to the 


faculty member who the PTS members voted for. The faculty member is invited to the 


ceremony and to celebrate, and the president presents the award to him/her. This year, as 


the same as last year, the students voted for Dr. Bigio, the former undergraduate director, 


however he was unable to attend the ceremony. The Purple Cam Shaft is meant for a 


faculty member who is dedicated to the students, helpful, and all around impressive. 


Elections then follow, and are done quite informally, with the president conducting the 


proceedings. Each position is called, the previous holder gives a brief explanation of the 


duties, perks and challenges of the relevant office, and individuals are nominated by 


themselves or by anyone else. Nominees then give a short speech about why they are the 


best candidate for the position and are escorted outside the room once they have all 


spoken. The president calls for a vote by a show of hands. The winner is determined and 


the president exits the hall to congratulate him/her. The process repeats itself until all 


positions are filled. The ceremony is then concluded. Pictured below are a few  pictures 


during the ceremony 


 


 


 







 
 
 
B. Activities 
 
Meetings  
Description  of  Meetings  
Meetings are held twice a month for inductees, members, and officers on Monday 
or Tuesday night throughout the semester. The president runs the meetings. About 
15-20 people attend each meeting. This year, the meetings were held in a 
Mechanical Engineering DeWalt Seminar room. The president would write the 
upcoming events and dates on a white board. The main organizer for each event 
would then give a brief update of how things were moving along, ask for more 


volunteers, and set up outside meeting times if necessary. 
 
The meetings were also a time for members and inductees to vote on chapter matters. 
This included voting for dates of activities, Award recipients for the Pi Tau Sigma faculty 
Award and Pi Tau Sigma Outstanding Service award presented to a student member 
each year. Members are free to ask questions and volunteer for activities. This is also 
the time for the president to check up on the inductees to see how their progress with 
the requirements is going, and to direct them to other members if they need help. At 
the end of every meeting, the Food Chair provides pizza and drinks for the members 
who attended. This gives members the opportunity to relax and enjoy the company of 
their fellow members and inductees.  
  
 
 


Professional Events  
ExxonMobil Luncheon  
We have again received a very generous donation for ExxonMobil. Our future president and 


vice president attended a luncheon in the spring when the donation was given. They had the 


opportunity to meet and talk with employees of ExxonMobil. As a result, our  
relationship with ExxonMobil has been greatly 


strengthened. Not only do they offer our society a 


generous yearly donation, but we will be hosting  
future information sessions and luncheons with them. This will provide an opportunity for 


our members to ask questions of current employees and leave resumes, increasing our 


members chances on receiving internships and employment. 


 


ExxonMobil Dinner 
Our chapter held the first ever information session in conjunction with Exxon Mobile. We 


had a recruiting representative come to a dinner session in which we provided Chic Fil A 


food. The recruiter spent the first thirty minutes going over good practices when applying 


to jobs and then for the remaining thirty minutes we had an open forum. Members and 


initiates were able to ask the recruiter any questions they may have about the process.  
  


 







 
 
 
Marlin Steel Wire Information Session 
Our chapter again hosted a presentation and 
information session with the President of Marlin Steel 
Wire, Drew Greenblatt. During the presentation Drew 
Greenblatt discussed how he bought the Baltimore 
based company and revamped it to better compete and 
flourish against international competition. Following the 
presentation, the president and vice president joined 
several members of the faculty for dinner to further 
discuss his experiences.  
  
Resume Book 
For the first time ever, our chapter started a Resume Book in which we were able 
to supply all employers that visited our chapter and to many employers and 
recruiters at the career fair. This allowed our members another way to connect to 
the market. We cannot say for sure whether or not this led to any official jobs but 
we believe that if we continue to add to the Resume Book and get all members, 
new and alumni, we could significantly improve Maryland’s chapter of Pi Tau 
Sigma connections. 
 
Graduate Information Session – M.S. Systems Engineering 
Our chapter hosted an information session for students to learn more about 
gaining a master’s degree in system engineering. We had a guess speaking and 
light snacks for the people who attended the session. This was also in conjunction 
with ASME. Approximately 25 students attended this information session. 
 


 


Service Events  
Furniture Build-A-Thon  


Once again Pi Tau Sigma was involved  in  the  Furniture  Build‐A‐Thon  hosted by 


Tau Beta Pi. The furniture is built by the University of Maryland engineering students. It 


is then divided up into teams according to their society. The furniture is then donated to 


charity during the Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week. This year the furniture 


was bought from IKEA and built by the students. The team was able to build multiple 


pieces of furniture at the end of the day.   


  


Relay For Life  


This year, in conjunction with ASME, Pi Tau Sigma sponsored a team at the University of 


Maryland Relay for Life. Relay for Life events are life-changing cancer fundraising events 


that help communities across the globe fight back cancer.  Our team name was “We Are 


ME- UMD”. It was a play on the abbreviation of Mechanical Engineering. In total our 







team set out a goal to raise $500 dollars. We fell just short of this goal as we did have 


many last minute donations.  In total, University of Maryland raised over $142,909.70 


through 159 teams and 1,614 participants. 


 


Tutoring  
One of the major initiatives for the incoming president was to establish a tutoring service 


for current members. By using a google spreadsheet form, we were able to get multiple 


tutors to volunteer their time to tutor other struggling students. The students being 


tutored were not only in our organization but also within the engineering school in 


general. We worked closely with faculty of the engineering department to start to take on 


more and more students. In the end of the first semester, our organization had tutored 


approximately 50 hours.  


 


Social Events  
Kick-Off Party  
We held another early semester kick-off party in the spring. The party was held at an 


officer’s house shortly after the initial meeting for new potential members. The intention 


of the party was to give current members and officers the chance to mingle with the new 


inductees in a friendly and fun social atmosphere. The party was a great success, as it 


attracted many of the older members initiated several semesters back. We intend to 


continue improving our kick-off parties and other social events in order to better promote 


the society and strengthen participation and cohesiveness among its members. 
 
Officers Dinners  
As is tradition we begin every semester with an officers dinner at Jason’s Deli just off 


campus. This allows the officers to catch-up after a long break and to get organized for 


the coming semester. General schedules are set and 


tasks are divided up among the officers. It is also a 


great opportunity to look back on the previous 


semester and make adjustments to the initiation 


process in order to increase overall involvement.  
 
Department and School Events  
ESC Meetings  
The Engineering Student Council holds monthly meetings that give the societies the 


opportunity to announce any activities they have coming up, sign up for food sales in 


the lobby, and to discuss any important matters. These meetings usually provide the 


leaders from the different societies within the engineering school a chance to 


collaborate and pair up with others to host events. All major societies and clubs 


throughout the A. James Clark School of Engineering attend. It is the duty of the PTS’s 


ESC representative to represent our society at the meetings. The ESC Rep. then 


forwards all he learns at the meeting to the President and any other officers.  
 







 
AdHoc  Committee  Meetings  
Our  chapter  of  Pi  Tau  Sigma  was  very involved in the bi-weekly 
departmental meetings. Either the president or one of the vice presidents 
attended every bi-weekly meeting with the leaders of the Mechanical Engineering 
department. Also present at the meetings were other societies within the 
mechanical engineering school. Through this meeting we were able to build 
relationships with the faculty and other student organizations. We brought to the 
attention any issues that our members had and in return gave opinions on any 
initiatives that the department was thinking about moving forward on.  
 


Fundraising Events  
Food Sales  
This year our society was able to continue to support the University of Maryland and 


at the same time support our group. We provided doughnuts and coffee inside the 


main entrance to Glenn Martin Hall, the main engineering building on campus. The 


food sales offered a great opportunity to provide a service to the students and faculty 


as well as raising funds. Our food sales dates were generally taken on Friday 


morning as scheduled during the ESC meetings. The fundraising and food sales 


officers and new inductees looking to reach their involvement requirement worked 


the table. Prices remained unchanged from previous semesters.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Awards  
Pi Tau Sigma Service Award – Megan Frey 
Pi Tau Sigma Memorial Award – Gregory Yu 
Pi Tau Sigma Faculty Award – Dr. David Bigio 
  
Graduation Seniors for the 2012-2013 Academic Year  
Gregory Barr Vincent Bellitti 


Jillian Bucheim Jacob Butcher 


William Dunham Jeremy Finifter 


Andrew Foote Genna Gold 


Kevin Howie Richard Landa 


Michael Moraniec Brad Passe 


Mark Rogers David Rosen 


Vignesh Sachidananda Elizabeth Sauerbrunn 







 
  


New Executive Board For 2013-2014 Academic Year 
 


Position Name 


President Grace Murphy 


Vice President (Senior) Elise Gaertner 


Vice President (Junior) Parth Kathrotiya 


Treasurer Jumma Islam 


Secretary Syed Elahi 


ESC Representative Allan Nicholas 


Service Chair Tom Landis 


Social Chair Alec Kanyuck 


Food Chairs Megan Frey/Rebecca Yep 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL REPORT 


 


2009 - 2010 


 


Maryland Tau Mu 
 


A. Initiations 
 


The fall 2009 and spring 2010 initiates underwent the same selection process, detailed as 


follows: the president receives the contact information of the 25% (by grade) of the junior ME 


class and top 35% of the senior ME class. The president invites the potential initiates to attend 


the first general body meeting of that semester, during which the organization and objectives of, 


as well as the requirements for joining the Maryland Tau Mu chapter of Pi Tai Sigma are 


explained by the president and VP.  


 


The requirements are as follows: 


 


 Obtain a total of 26 signatures: 10 from fellow initiates (if there are at least 11 initiates 


total), 10 from current members of officers, 5 from faculty who are members of PTS, and 


1 mandatory signature form Dr. Peter Sandborn, the faculty advisor. 


 Obtain a minimum total of 10 points by participating in PTS sponsored or co-sponsored 


events over the course of the semester. Each PTS event is pre-assigned a point value 


determined by the approximate number of hours it lasts for, with a maximum of 4 


points/event. 


 Pass the Maryland Tau Mu Inductee exam by scoring at least 70%. The exam tests the 


knowledge of basic engineering, PTS history and Maryland Tau Mu current affairs. Extra 


credit is awarded for witty or clever answers. 


 Polish the bronze PTS key by oneself. The initiate who best polishes theirs gets their 


induction fee waived. Note that this activity was not carried out this year due to the lack 


of funds required to purchase enough keys. 


 Pay the induction fee of $60. 


 Attend all general body meetings as well as the induction ceremony. 


 


At the induction, the president and VP sit behind a desk illuminated by two candles with the PTS 


banner draped behind them. Also on display are framed pictures of the PTS crest and key 


respectively. The current members and officers sit in the hall, with the front row vacant. The 


faculty advisor sits on the far left of the hall. The lights are dimmed. The initiates who survived 


the semester and have fulfilled all the requirements are lined up by the secretary, just outside the 


hall. Each has their photo taken, enters the darkened room, approaches the president's desk, and 


says their last name. They then take a seat on the front row, facing the desk.  


 


Once all the initiates are seated and the secretary shuts the door, the ceremony begins. The 


president and VP follow the verbal proceedings as detailed in the 2004 Pi Tau Sigma Chapter 


Manual. Once the proceedings are done, each inductee signs their name in the Maryland Tau Mu 


member registry and receives a handshake from the president and then the vice-president. The 







secretary switches the lights back on, the president congratulates the initiates on their induction 


as members, and the crowd applauds. Food and drinks are served by the food and event chairs, 


and new and old members alike mingle. During this, Each induction class poses for 3 pictures, 


one group photo with the banner, another with the faculty advisor joining them and one more in 


which they are encouraged to make silly faces and gestures.  


 


In the fall, the ceremony would have officially ended at this point and members are free to leave 


whenever they want. However, in the spring, elections are held for every officer position at this 


point during the evening's proceedings. This is done quite informally, with the president and 


events chair conducting the proceedings. Each position is called, the previous holder gives a brief 


explanation of the duties, perks and challenges of the relevant office, and individuals are 


nominated by themselves or by anyone else. Nominees then give a short speech about why they 


are the best candidate for the position and are escorted outside the hall by the vice president, 


once they have all spoken. The president calls for a vote by a show of hands once any verbal 


endorsements are delivered by anyone amongst the crowd. The winner is determined and the 


president exits the hall to congratulate him or her. After they return, the process repeats itself 


until all positions are filled. The ceremony is then concluded. Listed below are the induction 


ceremonies and initiates inducted for the 2009-2010 academic year: 


 


Fall 2009 Induction (December 11, 2009) Spring 2010 Induction (May 1, 2010) 


  


Mary Claire Tellers  David R. Berman  


Benjamin Christopher  Stachowiak  Dusita Tum Khimsuksri   


Anthony Joseph Konoza  Jared E. Leonard  


Benjamin Michael Trettel  Edwin Thomas Lillie   


Nathaniel William Wright  Lauren R. Finkenauer  


Erick Alves de Sa  Michelle Hilary Rosen 


Maxwell Keeling  James Patrick Wissman  


Heather Bradshaw   


Andrew James Trettel   


Sarkis Avedis Aktavoukian   


Matthews Castro Pereira   


Jonathan F. Bueno   


Jessica Rae Lieberman   


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Figure 1. The Maryland Tau Mu chapter spring 2010 induction ceremony 







B. Activities 
 


Fall 2009 


 


In the fall, the Maryland Tau Chapter traditionally focuses more on academically-themed events 


than social ones. 


 


ExxonMobil information session (August 2, 2009) 


 


We began the semester by merging our traditional officer’s dinner and ExxonMobil information 


session. A former chapter president, Charlie Choe (now an employee of ExxonMobil), put us in 


contact with Tom Leonard, the college recruiter for ExxonMobil. Mr. Leonard gave a 30 minute 


presentation on internship opportunities at the company. Afterward, he gave out contact 


information and received resumes in order to set up interviews. 


 


Engineering capture the flag (CTF) game 1 (October 23, 2009) 


 


We participated in a 2-hour long engineering CTF game that pitted mechanical, civil, bio, and 


fire protection engineering students against computer, electrical, chemical, and aerospace 


engineering students. Unfortunately, we lost. 


 


Graduate school information session (November 11, 2009) 


 


We co-hosted an open information session (with UMD’s Chi Epsilon chapter) for the MBA 


graduate school and Project Management graduate school programs simultaneously. The 


respective program directors for the university, Mark Wellman and John Cable, each spoke about 


the opportunities available within and benefits of their programs. 


 


Georgia Tech graduate school information session (December 1, 2009) 


 


We co-hosted an open information session (with UMD’s ASME student chapter) for the George 


W. Woodruff School of Engineering at Georgia Tech. The associate chair for graduate studies, 


Dr. Paul Neitzel, gave an hour-long presentation detailing the opportunities available at the 


university for those interested continuing their engineering studies. 


 


2
nd 


annual PTS videogame tournament (December 4, 2009) 


 


We co-hosted a fundraising videogame tournament with EA sports, through their UMD campus 


representative, Cyrus. Together, we planned, advertised, set-up and executed the event that was 


first undertaken the previous year, in a simultaneous attempt to raise money for PTS, and 


advertise new game releases and products of EA sports, a subsidiary of videogame publisher, EA 


games. 


 







 


PTS team-building event (December 5, 2009) 


 


We planned and participated in a Maryland Tau Mu exclusive team-building event under the 


instruction of the staff of the CRSORC (Campus Recreation Services Outdoor Recreation 


Center). Our members participated in various trust building exercises, culminating in a tight rope 


walk 35 feet off the ground. 


 


Fundamentals of Engineering information session (December 7, 2009) 


 


Our members assisted the mechanical engineering (ME) department in distributing fliers for an 


FE exam information session. 


 


 


Spring 2010 


 


In the spring, the Maryland Tau Chapter traditionally focuses on social events. This year, we 


aimed to boost our co-operation with the engineering student council (ESC), other engineering 


student organizations and the university community as a whole. 


 


Pi Tau Sigma national convention (February 26-28, 2010) 


 


All five members of the Maryland Tau Mu executive board (president, VP, junior VP, secretary, 


and treasurer) attended the 2010 PTS national convention at Texas Tech, Lubbock, TX, hosted 


by the Texas Tech Sigma Epsilon chapter. Amongst participating in committee legislation and 


voting on matters of concern, we sought advice from the Illinois Alpha, whose administrative 


structure and chapter activities we admired. As the pictures below suggest, we certainly did our 


part to spice up the social event. 


 


 


 


Figure 2: PTS videogame tournament 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Maryland Tau Mu at the 2010 PTS national 


convention 







Habitat for Humanity trip (March 6, 2010) 


 


Eight members (including 2 inductees) volunteered and spent eight hours in the community of 


Sandtown in Baltimore, MD, working with the local Habitat for Humanity chapter. Our 


supervisors, Danny Waid and Gary Mitchell, led us in renovating a rot-ridden townhouse. Our 


tasks involved knocking down the back wall and installing the new attic floor. This was the 


second time the Tau Mu chapter had worked with the Sandtown Habitat for Humanity chapter 


and we intend to make it an annual fixture for our chapter. The Sandtown staff enjoyed working 


with us so much that they have repeatedly asked that we come back at least once every semester. 


 


Maryland Tau Mu Big/Little launch party (March 6, 2010) 


 


As part of our chapter’s discussion with the Illinois Alpha during the convention we shared ideas 


on how to recruit new PTS members with special emphasis on maintaining their interest so that 


we do not lose them shortly thereafter. To this end, our secretary, Chris Kim, envisioned and 


developed a big/little program within the Tau Mu chapter. 


 


In this program, a pair of inductees (called littles or siblings) are assigned to a pair of 


members/officers (called bigs or parents) and the whole group is called a family. The bigs are 


expected to spend at least one hour a month participating in an activity of their choice with their 


littles. The hope is that by encouraging an inductee to form at least one bond with any of the 


three others in their family, they are rendered more likely to form additional bonds with others in 


the society. These bonds of friendship will then serve as motivating factors in increasing 


inductee participation and decreasing drop-out rates.  


 


We threw a launch party for this event because it was decided that the relaxed venue and nature 


of the event would enable the just announced family members to interact with the least possible 


amount of awkwardness involved. The party was a success and the big/little program showed 


signs of promise after we evaluated its impact at semester’s end. Our chapter has decided to 


carry this program into the future as one of our staples each semester. 


 


Figure 4: Big/little launch party 







UMD Relay for Life (April 17, 2010) 


 


The Maryland Tau Mu chapter participated in the American Cancer Society’s UMD Relay for 


Life, a fundraising event for cancer research. Each PTS member who attended paid $10 so that 


our chapter’s total donation to cancer research was $150. We spent time outside on the chilly 


night, making laps around the stadium track, competing in the 5-on-5 soccer tournament, playing 


laser tag and paying tribute to those who had been lost to the terrible disease. 


 
Figure 5: Maryland Tau Mu at the 2010 UMD relay for life event 


 


Maryland Day (April 24, 2010) 


 


In 1998, then university president C.D. Mote, Jr. introduced the now annual event of Maryland 


Day. Every April, school societies, clubs, religious organizations and academic departments put 


on shows, exhibitions and presentations aimed at entertaining and informing the Maryland 


public. A family day, Maryland day is enjoyed by children, teenagers, young adults, parents and 


the elderly.  


 


Under the supervision of the ESC (engineering student council) and in close collaboration with 


the UMD ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers) student chapter, and SoBe 


(Society of Bioengineers), Maryland Tau Mu designed and built two projects for the engineering 


exhibition: a biomechanical-arm themed trebuchet, and an oversized enzyme-transport themed 


plinko board game. Both projects were hits with the Maryland Day crowd. We also had our 


banner, crest and numerous miscellaneous items from our lounge on display for the public. 


 


Engineering capture the flag (CTF) game 2 (May 1, 2010) 


 


We participated in a rematch CTF game that pitted mechanical, civil, bio, and fire protection 


engineering students against computer, electrical, chemical, and aerospace engineering students. 


Unfortunately, we lost again. 


 


 







Engineering Field Day (May 2, 2010) 


 


In assisting the ESC, PTS/SoBe/ASME once again collaborated in planning, organizing and 


executing the first ever UMD Engineering Field Day event. The event saw engineering societies 


competing against one another in various events such as basketball, ultimate frisbee, football 


throw, three-legged race, and even a dance-off, amongst others. Maryland Tau Mu performed 


admirably; coming in at 2nd place after all points were tallied. 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Maryland Tau Mu at the 2010 UMD 


engineering field day 







C. Other 


 


Hot Dog sales 


 


Over the course of the academic year, the Tau Mu chapter occasionally held hot dog sales as a 


means of fundraising and friendly competition for ESC points with other UMD engineering 


societies. 


 


Organizational restructuring  


 


Inspired by the Illinois Alpha chapter, Maryland Tau Mu decided to restructure its organizational 


hierarchy for streamlined information flow and increased communication amongst relevant 


parties. To this end, we created an executive board, comprised of the president, VP, junior VP, 


secretary, and treasurer. We then proceeded to create one Gmail account (to which only 


executive board members have access to) for all correspondence between members and the 


board. All messages would have to be approved by the president before going out to the rest of 


the society. This was to solve a problem we had with inconsistent, unapproved messages being 


sent by some officers from their personal mailboxes. Using the linked Google Docs page, all 


chapter documents were uploaded online and subsequently updated by the secretary and VP. 


This way, all five executive members could share and update information that previously, was 


solely in the possession and responsibility of the president. 


 


These overhauls allowed for more lucidity between the higher offices within the society and 


reduced confusion at all levels. We aim to follow this format for the foreseeable future. 


 


Fundraising 


 


At the start of the 2009-2010 school year, the Maryland Tau Mu chapter was faced with a huge 


shortage of funds. The university's financial crisis had trickled down and the yearly budget of 


PTS had been cut by 60%.  


 


In order to combat this loss, the executive board stepped up the fundraising efforts, applying for 


and receiving sponsorship from ExxonMobil, receiving money from our alumni as a result of our 


alumni donation drive, and co-operating with other organizations (like ASME, SoBe, ESC) in 


order to divide up the cost of events. The videogame tournament and hot dog sales also served to 


pull in some more capital.  


 


As a result of our efforts, the next generation of executive officers will inherit a reasonable 


amount of money, enough to fund the semester's events comfortably. We plan to continue our 


increased fundraising efforts into the future. 


 


Spring 2010 Graduation            


 


The Maryland Tau Mu chapter is proud to graduate some of its members and wishes them the 


best of luck in the future: 


 







PTS graduating members 


 


Justin Pearse 


Josh Davis 


Chris Kim 


Frank Robinson  


Brian Russ 


PK Hadfield 


Nick Redding 


Dibesh Shesthra 


Peter Riley 


Jackie Lopez 


Matt Pereira 


Gary Wu 


Bizhan  Zhumagali 


Benjamin Yang      


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


2010 - 2011 Maryland Tau Mu officers 


 


The following PTS members were elected at the spring 2010 induction ceremony to lead our 


chapter for the next school year: 


 


President Anne Lederer 


Vice president Dusita Khimsuksri 


Secretary Michelle Rosen 


Treasurer Aviva Molotsky 


Junior VP Lauren Finkenauer 


Food/Events James Wissman, Maxwell Keeling 


Fundraising Ted Lillie 


Service Jack Leonard 


Webmaster Peter Phelps 


Tutoring Rabee Zuberi 


 


              





